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Precise, Convenient Analysis of Modulated
Signals
This new modulation analyzer measures a signal's
f requency, power, and modulation components with
unprecedented accuracy in many measurements. lt adds
up to a new concept rn RF analyzers.

by Al len P. Edwards

EWLETT-PACKARI ] ,S  new Mode l  B9O1A Modu-
a t i o n  A n a l y z e r ,  F i g .  1 ,  i s  a  c o m p l e t e  m e a s u r e m e n t
sys tem fo r  accura te ly  charac ter iz ing  s igna ls  in  the

1 5 0 - k i l o h e r t z - t o - 1 3 0 0 - m e g a h e r t z  f r e q u e n c y  r a n g e .  T h e
name modu la t ion  ana lyzer  was chosen ins tead o f  modu la-
t ion  meter  because the  8901A does  so  much more  than

ius t  rne ter  the  modu la t ion .  Con ib in ing  the  capab i l i t ies  o f
t h r e e  s e p a r a t e  i n s t r u r n e n t s ,  t h e  n e w  m o d u l a t i o n  a n a -
lyzer  can measure  car r ie r  f requency  and RF peak  power
(o f ten  e l im ina t ing  the  need fo r  a  separa te  power  meter ) ,
and i t  can  accura te ly  measure  modu la t ion  and recover  the
modu la t ing  s igna l .  I t  makes  those measurements  most
con ' rmon ly  needed to  charac ter ize  a  s igna l  comple te ly ,  in -
c lud ing  a  s igna l ' s  f requency ,  f requency  dr i f t ,  peak  power

leve l ,  ampl i tude modu la t ion  (AM) ,  f requency  moc lu la t ion
( F M ) ,  p h a s e  r n o d u l a t i o n  [ O M ) ,  a n d  A M  a n d  F M  n o i s e
components .  I t  recovers  the  rnodu la t ing  s igna l  w i th  very

low added d is to r t ion  fo r  iu r ther  ana lys is .  The ar t i c le  on

page 19  descr ibes  some o f  i t s  uses .
The 89014 measures  the  amount  o f  modu la t ion  on  a

signal whether or not the type of modulat ion being mea-

sured is  the  dominant  modu la t ion  type  on  the  s igna l .  Th is

means, for example, that one can make accurate FM mea-

surements on an AM signal, and FM measurements are now

poss ib le  on  a  s igna l  tha t  i s  no t  be ing  in ten t iona l l y  mod-

u la ted  a t  a l l .  S ince  the  8901A 's  in te rna l l y  genera ted  FM
noise  is  typ ica l l y  less  than 1  Hz ( rms dev ia t ion  in  a  50-Hz-

to-3-kHz bandwidth), direct noise measurements can be

made,  fo r  example ,  on  a  h igh-qua l i t y  500-MHz t ransmi t te r

or  s igna l  genera tor .  The ana lyzer 's  low no ise  leve l  a lso

al lows accurate measurements of low-peak-deviat ion mod-

u la t ion .
Another modulat ion analyzer benefi t  is i ts abi l i ty to mea-

sure a signal 's carr ier frequency direct ly and accurately.

@
Fig. 1. Model 89014 Modulai lot)
Analyzer measures a signal's fre-
quency , drift, power , AM , F M, and
residual notse. l t  alsa recavers the
modulatrng s/gnal. /ts carrier lre-
quency range ts 150 kHz to 1300
MHz and its modulatian depth or
devtatton measurements are gen-
etal ly accutale within one percent
of reading.
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Fag. 2. 8901 A Modulation Analyzer's performance exceeds
that of nearly all signal generators. Residual FM in a 50-Hz-
to-3-kHz bandwidth is typically /ess than 1 Hz up to 500 MHz,
as snown nere.

Signals can be counted in the presence of combinations of
AM and FM that might confuse a conventional counter.
There is also an indication of carrier power with sufficient
accuracy for many applications.

But the major contribution of the 8901A to signal analysis
is that it makes extremely precise modulation measure-
ments quickly and easily. Modulation depth or deviation
accuracy is generally better than one percent of reading.
Specified residual noise in a 50-Hz-to-3-kHz bandwidth is
less than 0.01 percent for AM and less than 8 Hz for FM at
1300 MHz carrier frequencies, decreasing to less than 1 Hz
below 100 MHz (Fig. 2). As an example of how easy the
analyzer is to use, assume that you have a signal and that

Overpower
Relay

lF Amplifier
Input and Filter(s)
Mixei \

Inputp

you have no knowledge of its frequency or power or mod-
ulation content. Applying the signal to the 8901,{ almost
instantly causes a change in the display from two dashes to
four dashes, indicating that an input has been sensed. Ap-
proximately one second after the signal is applied, a settled
reading appears on the display, indicating the measured
value of the quantity that was selected. After that, about as
fast as the buttons can be pressed, measurements of AM,
FM, analog phase modulation, frequency, or power can be
made. At no time does the user have to tune the instrument
or set up input attenuators. Although the instrument can be
controlled entirely manually if desired, it is much faster to
let the modulation analyzer adjust itself.

The accuracy claimed by the modulation analyzer is un-
precedented. To achieve this accuracy, standards had to be
developed beyond what existed. Two self-calibrating mod-
ulation standards were developed, one for FM and one for
AM, and are available as options. The article on page 22
describes the theory and implementation of these cali-
brators.

It was also necessary to develop a high-quality signal
source to test the modulation analyzer, since the analyzer's
performance exceeds that of nearly all signal generators.
This special-purpose signal source is described in the
article on page 30.

Modulation analyzer operations can be controlled and all
measurement results can be transferred via the Hewlett-
Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB), Hewlett-Packard's im-
plementation of ANSI/IEEE Standard 4BB-1978.

Instrument Control Philosophy
The front-panel control philosophy of the new modula-

Modulation
Output
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Fig,3. Simpilfied block diagram of Model 8901 A Modulation Analyzer. Basically a calibrated
receiver, the analyzer down-converts the input signal and then recovers either the amplitude or

frequency modulation regardless of which is the dominant type.
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tion analyzer combines the simple with the powerful. The

panel is intentionally kept simple and can be understood
with almost no training. Even the most casual user can

make all of the normal measurements with the maximum

specified accuracy. Usually a single keystroke is all that is

necessary to select a new measurement. The user can select

the bandwidth of the measurement using audio filters, and

can select whether to read the deviation as peak or average.
On the right side of the front panel is a block of keys labeled

MANUAL OPERATION. As long as the automatic mode of

operation has been selected, the user never has to use this

keypad.
This simplicity of operation has been achieved without

sacrificing total user flexibility. From the front panel the

more advanced user can override all automatic settings or

select measurements not available in automatic mode. The
most obvious thing that can be done is to enter the input

frequency desired directly. Once entered, the frequency can

be changed either by entering a new one or by stepping up

or down a settable number of kilohertz.

Other functions are available through the special func-

tion key, labeled SPCL. Special functions are numbered L to

39 for user special functions and 40 to 99 and 0 for service

special functions. The first eight special functions repre-

sent instrument settings, such as input attenuation, IF fre-
quency, peak detector response t ime, and so on. To program

a special function the function number is keyed in, fol-

lowed by a decimal point and then the desired value relat-

ing to that function. For example, to command the input

attenuator to 10 dB attenuation the user keys in r.z and
presses the SPCL key. Al l  of this is explained on a pul lout

card. Pushing the SPCL key without entering a number
causes the display to show the programmed status of the

first eight special functions. Pressing the SPCL button twice

without entering a r umber causes the display to show the

actual sett ings of t l re f irst eight functions. Thus, pushing

SPCL once may sh,.w that a function is set to autorange
(defaul$, and pressing SPCL again will show what range

was selected by the controller.

A Calibrated Receiver
The block diagram of the B9o1,A' Modulation Analyzer is

shown in Fig. 3. The diagram is that of a highly cal ibrated

receiver. After being attenuated to the desired drive level,

the incoming signal is down-converted by a low-residual-

noise local osci l lator. Down-conversion was chosen to con-

vert the incoming signal to an intermediate frequency (lF)

range where low-noise and high-linearity modulation de-

tectors can be built.
The IF signal is ampli f ied and fed to AM and FM detec-

tors, either of which may be selected for further processing
by the audio section and presentation to the modulat ion
output connector and to the audio detectors. Both peak and
average responding audio detectors are provided. The de-
tector outputs are digitized and displayed when called for.

The requirement for continuous coverage of the RF range
all  the way down to 150 kHz along with the abi l i ty to handle
FM rates of 200 kHz and deviat ions of+00 kHz at other input
frequencies is responsible for a major feature of the block
diagram. The incoming frequencies are divided into three
regions. Frequencies above 1"0 MHz are converted down to
1.5 MHz. The IF at 1.5 MHz is broadband, about 3 MHz

Frequency Range? Which One?

So many of the terms describing a modulated signal are in units of
frequency (hertz) that the 8901A Modulation Analyzer actually has
many operating frequency ranges. The input carr ier frequency
operating range is Jrom 150 kHz to 1300 MHz. This carr ier can be
either amplitude or frequency modulated. For an FM signal the
amount of modulation can be between 0 and 400 kHz peak devtation,
which means that the Instantaneous frequency can go higher or
lower than the average carrier frequency by up to 400 kHz.Therate oI
modulat ion, which is the frequency of the audio tone modulat ing the
carrier, can be between 20 Hz and 200 kHz, The speciiications for
phase modulated (OM) signals are derived from the FM specif ica-
tions by observing that the amount of phase deviation in radians is the
ratio of the frequency deviation to the modulation rate. In the case of
ampli tude modulat ion lhe amount of modulat ion, which is also cal led
the modulation depth or modulation index, can be between 0 and
99%. The rate of modulation can be betvveen 20 Hz and 100 kHz.

89014 accuracy is speciiied as percent of reading tnstead of
percent modulat ion, For example, the basic uncertainty in reading a
30% AM signal is specif ied as 1% of reading, or *0.3% AM in this
examole.

wide. It is amplitude and phase compensated for good inci-

dental AM and low FM distort ion (see "IF Fi l ters," page 10).

Above 2.5 MHz the input is down-converted to 455 kHz.

The AM and FM detectors are broadband and work well at
IF or carr ier frequencies between 150 kHz and 2.5 MHz, so
this change in IF is not a problem. The 45s-kHz IF is about
2ookHz wide (455 kHz + 100 kHz), broad enough to handle
voice-grade bandwidths. This IF offers a higher degree of

selectabi l i ty; in fact, the 8901A can be set up to receive the
commercial FM band (useful when working late in the lab).
In the region between 150 kHz and 2.5 MHz no down-
conversion takes place, and detection is done at the carrier
frequency.

The input uses a single-balanced mixer. This type of
mixer allows the incoming signal to pass through into the IF
without down-conversion, a useful feature of a single-
balanced mixer. Other advantages are the mixer's low dis-

tortion and high-level operation, both extremely important
for low-distortion AM operation.

When the 1.S-MHz IF is being used, a 4-MHz low-pass
filter is switched into the system just past the mixer and in
front of the IF amplifier. This filter is relatively insensi-
tive to the source impedance variations that are present at
the mixer's output, and i t  improves the conversion loss
of the mixer by matching the IF port. This filter also pre-
vents the high-level RF from causing distortion in the IF
amplifier. A 3-MHz low-pass filter is placed after the IF
ampli f ier to define the 1.5-MHz IF passband and to el imi-
nate the high-frequency noise contr ibution of the IF
amplifier. This filter is phase compensated for an overall
flat group delay, and is isolated from mixer impedance
variations by the IF amplifier. This filter arrangement helps

maintain the low-distortion and low-residual-noise per-

formance over the multi-decade input frequency range.
When the 455-kHz IF is being used, the 455-kHz band-

pass filter that defines this IF replaces the 4-MHz low-pass
fi l ter ahead of the IF ampli f ier.

Since a single-balanced mixer has no reject ion of signals

at the RF port,  there could be a problem if  signals at the
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intermediate frequency are presented to the input along
with the desired signal. This can happen i f  AM broadcast
stat ions are picked up in the device under test. To al leviate
this problem a pre-mixer high-pass f i l ter is avai lable to the
user; i t  rejects the offending frequencies when operating
with the wide IF.

Overload Protection
Another requirement that inf luences the 8901A's block

diagram is the abi l i ty to withstand large power overloads.
The design goal cal led for protection from signals as large
as 100 watts from a 50O source. The actual damage level is a
function of source SWR (standing wave rat io) so that the
actual specif icat ion is writ ten as ZS watts from a 4: i .  mis-
match. Under normal operation the instrument can make
measurements  on  s igna ls  up  to  1  wat t .  The input  a t -
tenuators had to be designed to absorb over 1 watt continu-
ously without damage and up to 100 watts for short periods
of t ime.

An RF relay in front of the input attenuators opens in the
event of an overpower condit ion, thus protecting the in-
strument from damage. The input power is detected by the
RF level detector, which is designed for safe operation with
over 100 volts appl ied. For the short period of t ime unti l  the
relay opens, the mixer is protected by a pair of clamp
diodes. The clamping diodes come after an impedance
transformation L-pad that converts the 50() system to 250
in anticipation of the mixer's impedance-doubling charac-
terist ic. The L-pad isolates the clamp that protects the mixer
from input overpower. Without this isolat ion the clamp
could l imit the signal appl ied to the detector and the over-
power condit ion would not be detected. Also, at 25O, the
parasit ic reactances of the clamp are less signif icant. Al l  of
the components of this RF power and overpower circuit  are
matched to 50O by modifying the impedance of the trans-
mission l ines to form a low-pass f i l ter structure for each
component .  Th is  a l lows opera t ion  a t  1300 MHz w i thout
affect ing the input SWR specif icat ion.

The input power detector has a tendency to Ioad the I ine
and cause inaccuracies at high RF frequencies. To el iminate
this, the RF level detector is biased off the l ine when the
analyzer is being used as a receiver. I t  is only used when
needed, such as during attenuator sett ing or during RF level
measurements. The bias level is set below the overpower
tr ip point so that overpower wil l  st i l l  be sensed and cause
the input relay to open.

Automatic Operation
The goal of making the analyzer autoranging, autotuning,

and general ly easy to use has also had a major impact on the
block diagram.

The ease-of-use and autoranging requirements dictated a
system under the control of an intel l igent control ler. The
8901A is control led by a microprocessor with 1BK bytes of
program memory. Of course, the decisions the control ler
makes are only as good as the information fed to i t .  There-
fore, many things are monitored in the instrument in the
course of i ts operation. Decisions as to the proper operating
point, for example, are based on input RF level and fre-
quency, peak IF level,  average level out of the AM detector,
and AGC control current. Depending on the instrument
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setup, inval id levels at these detectors or inval id relat ion-
ships between levels wil l  cause autoranging, retuning, or
user warnings.

Many of these detectors are measurement detectors, but
this does not mean that they are examined only during
specif ic measurements. Most detectors are examined dur-
ing every measurement cycle to insure proper setup and
valid readings. Some detectors are instal led primari ly to
insure proper setup, but this doesn't  mean that they can't  be
used to take readings. One example of this is the IF level
detector used primari ly for autotuning. This detector mea-
sures the peak level in the IF. The level at this detector is
measured and a second-order curve f i t  is made to l inearize
it .  Then a frequency response cal ibrat ion factor is appl ied,
and f inal ly, by adfusting for input attenuator sett ing, the
power in the IF referred to the input can be displayed. This
is cal led tuned RF level, and represents a secondary mea-
surement mode. I t  is quite useful and can be used to mea-
sure RF harmonics within about - 50 dBc to an accuracy of a
few dB. I t  can also be used as a high-sensit ivi ty power
indicator with maximum resolut ion of 1 nW. Another
example is the average level out of the AM detector, which
is displayed as IF level.  Normally the AGC keeps this at
100%, but with the AGC turned off,  this can also be a useful
tuned detector, although i t  is most useful in manual setup to
indicate the presence of an IF signal.

Another source of inputs for the control ler is the counter.
The counter is implemented part ly in hardware and part ly
in the microprocessor. The microprocessor determines the
input and count t ime and does the appropriate scal ing. The
counter has eight inputs, but the most important two during
normal operation are the Iocal osci l lator frequency (LO) and
the intermediate frequency ( lF).

The control ler monitors the IF to insure that the instru-
ment is properly set up, and i f  i t  is not, causes the appro-
priate response to take place. Also, i t  is the combination of
knowing the LO frequency and the IF that al lows the input
frequency to be known. The relat ionship that appl ies is IF :

n(LO) + m(RF), where RF is the input frequency. An elabo-
rate procedure of searching that avoids harmonic mixing
and checks for input harmonics and images gives consider-
ab leconf idence tha t  m:1  and n :1 .  so tha t the  RF f reouencv

Fig. 4. Low-residual-FM local oscillator generates a signal
between 1.25 MHz and 1302 MHz by dividing or multiplying
the output of a low-noise octave osctllator.



i s  in  fac t  (LO- lF) .

To  make the  8901A both  au torang ing  and cont ro l lab le ,  a l l

of the internal switching is under software control.  The

f ron t -pane l  readouts  and annunc ia to rs  a re  a lso  under

software control.  The keyboard provides input requests to

the  cont ro l le r ,  wh ich  examines  each request  and dec ides

w h a t  r e s p o n s e  i s  a p P r o P r i a t e .

The I/O system for the microprocessor is organized as a

nibble serial system. Each four-bit  nibble is addresseci by

four address l ines and one of eight clock l ines to create a

512-b i t  I /O space.  Ser ia l i z ing  the  I /O grea t ly  reduced the

number of interconnections required, while sending four

bits in paral lel al lowed avai lable MSI to be used eff iciently

so that remote latching was practical.  The latches for the

functions are located remotely from the microprocessor and

near the functions being control led. This al lows the I/O bus

to be contained on a 16-l ine r ibbon cable that connects the
var ious  func t iona l  modu les .  Wi th in  each modu le ,  ten  l ines

of output and one to four l ines of input represent the entire

I/O bus. This made i t  possible to have al l  the required

in te rconnect ions  on  one s ide  o f  a  motherboard ,  and a
ground plane for shielding on the other side. Thus i t  was
poss ib le  to  bu i ld  the  8901, \  w i thout  any  cos t ly  mu l t i layer
pr in ted  c i rcu i t  boards .

Local Osci l lator Design
The pr inc ipa l  des ign  goa l  fo r  the  loca l  osc i l la to r  used in

the  modu la t ion  ana lyzer  was low res idua l  FM.  Spec i f i ca l l y
we wanted  a  loca l  osc i l la to r  tha t  cou ld  down-conver t  a

h igh-qua l i t y  nar row-band FM s igna l  w i thout  degrad ing  the
s igna l - to -no ise  ra t io .  A f te r  d iscuss ions  w i th  users ,  we es-

tab l i shed a  des ign  goa l  o f  1  Hz  to ta l  FM no ise  (70  dB be low 3
k H z  d e v i a t i o n )  i n  a  5 0 - H z - t o - 3 - k H z  d e m o d u l a t i o n

bandwidth at a carr ier frequency of 500 MHz. This level of
performance exceeds that of many frequency synthesizers.
We rejected the conventional solut ion of a separate crystal

for every desired channel and set out to synthesize a signal

economica l l y .  The approach tha t  was  eventua l l y  se lec ted
meets  our  des ign  goa l ,  ye t  does  so  a t  a  very  low cos t ,  thus
represent ing  good va lue  to  our  cus tomers .  The cos t  o f  the
local osci l lator is only a fract ion of the cost of a conven-
t iona l  syn thes izer .

Two important considerations dif ferentiate a local osci l-
la to r  app l i ca t ion  f rom a  s igna l  genera tor .  S ince  we are  dr iv -
ing  a  mixer ,  wh ich  is  r i ch  in  harmon ic  genera t ion ,  har -

9.26 MHz VCXO

Mixer

11 .26  MHz  VCXO

monics out of the Iocal osci l lator are not a problem. In fact,

we found that square waves represented a superior signal

for drivir ig our mixer. Also, since we only wanted to gener-

ate a CW signal, we were free to consider designs that did

not lend themselves to being modulated.
Fig. 4 is a block diagram of the local osci l lator. The LO

can generate a signal anywhere within the range of. t .25

MHz to 13O2 MHz. AII outputs start with an octave osci l-

lator operating between 320 and 651 MHz. That fundamen-

tal octave is either divided down to the desired frequency

or ,  in  the  case o f  the  top  band,  mu l t ip l ied  up .  The appro-

priate output is selected by a mult iplexer and presented to

the mixer. Because we use square waves, much of our

mul t ip lex ing  is  done w i th  ECL (emi t te r -coup led  log ic ) ,

w i th  the  h igh-speed and f ina l  mu l t ip lex ing  done w i th

high-speed dif ferential pair transistors manufactured by
HP.

The doubler is a custom thin-f i lm microcircuit  packaged

in  a  TO-B package.  The doub led  ou tpu t  i s  mu l t ip lexed in to

the  mixer  d r ive  w i th  P IN d iodes  to  ma in ta in  the  requ i red

bandwid th .
The f irst two divide-by-two circuits divide the 320-to-

651-MHz s igna l  down to  B0-162.75  MHz.  These d iv iders ,

which are also manufactured by HP, are always left  on,
prov id ing  a  s igna l  to  the  mic roprocessor -based counter

th rough an  ECL d iv ide  by- two c i rcu i t .  Thus  the  mic ro-

processor can always count the local osci l lator. This infor-

mat ion  is  used in  tun ing  the  loca l  osc i l la to r  to  i t s  des i red

f requency ,  and when de termin ing  the  f requency  o f  the

input  s igna l .  The o ther  d iv iders  a re  ga ted  o f f  when no t  in

use to  min imize  prob lems caused by  subharmonrcs .

Octave Osci l lator
Before  c leve lop ing  the  b lock  d iagram fo r  the  oc tave  osc i l -

la to r ,  we t rans la ted  our  des ign  goa l  o f  1  Hz  res idua l  FM to

m o r e  f a m i l i a r  u n i t s .  T h e  a m o u n t  o f  r e s i d u a l  F M  w i t h i n  a

b a n d  c a n  b e  e x p r e s s e d  a s : t

l f ( res)

S igna l  Power

Sampler
To Dividers

and Mul t ip l ie l

b_r- v 2  |
J

where  A( f r , )  i s  de f ined as :2
t-
I  S i n g l e - S i d e b a n d  N o i s e  l ' o w

L  t -  a w a y  i r o m

,\(f-) f2-df.
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Fig .  5 .  Octave osc i l la to r  ts
phase-locked to a harmontc ot a
tunable crystal ref erence oscillator
to stabi l tze the 320'651 MHz out-
put. The VCO is tuned a27roxi
mately by the DAC, then locked to
the vCXO
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320-651 -MHz
vcoVCO = Voltage Controlled Oscillator

VCXO = voltage Controlled Crystal Oscillator
oAC = oigital{o-Analog Converter

Integrator



Solving this for various noise shapes produced an interest-
ing result.  We found that i f  the phase noise in a -!-Hz

bandwidth 1 kHz away from the carr ier was - 100 dBc, then
we were very close to our 1-Hz residual FM goal. This was
true whether the noise was f lat or fal l ing off at 9 dB/octave in
the band of interest (f lat yields 1.34 Hz,6 dB/octave yields
O.77 Hz and 9 dB/octave yields 0.90 Hz). This gave us a
convenient guidel ine by which to evaluate designs.

A very important factor in local osci l lator design is the
requirement to have continuous frequency coverage. I t
would be simple to lock the output to a crystal osci l lator and
achieve good noise performance, but that would produce
only one frequency per octave. I f  the output is locked to a
lower-frequency reference and the harmonic of lock is
selectable, we can get one frequency per harmonic number,
but st i l l  do not have continuous coverage. To f i l l  in the gaps
created by harmonic mixing there are basical ly two options.
One possibi l i ty is to add in another signal that can be tuned
over the required amount and f i l l  in the dif ference between
adjacent harmonics. This signal must also have low noise,
but this is a simpler task because a much lower frequency
can be used. This approach requires two high-frequency
osci l lators and two phase-locked loops (one phase-locked
loop is required as an output tracking loop), and was re-
jected for cost reasons.

The other possibi l i ty, the one we use to get continuous
frequency coverage, is to use a variable reference frequency.
Because the noise of the reference is mult ipl ied by the
harmonic number, the reference must have very low noise.
The condition of continuous coverage states that the refer-
ence must be able to pull the output frequency at least as far
as the next frequency available without pulling. We can
express this requirement as:

forl : nf""g * nAf."g : (n+1)f."g.

Rearranging this gives:

Afr"f : fr"g/n : for,/(n2+n).

Thus for a given for,, the choice of a low f."1 and a large
n reduces the requirements on Afr"6 significantly.

Assume, for example, that for, :  300 MHz and f."1
: 2MHz (n:150). Then Af."1 (max; :  300x106+(1802+150)
: 73.2 kHz : +6.6 kHz. For n:2S0 (for1 : 500 MHz) the
noise requirement for the reference is 48 dB better than
the requirement for the output. Al lowing something for
sampling noise, the reference noise must be <-150 dBc at
1, kHz.

Clearly this is an application for a crystal osci l lator. How-
ever, to do this with a 2-MHz crystal osci l lator would re-
quire +3000 ppm pull ing, and this cannot be done and
maintain the noise propert ies of the crystal.  Instead, we
took two higher-frequency crystals around 10 MHz and
mixed them together to form a Z-MHz reference. Since the
crystal frequencies are now five times higher than the refer-
ence and there are two VCXOs (voltage control led crystal
osci l lators) that can be pul led against each other, the pul l-
ing requirement on each VCXO is only +300 ppm. This is a
formidable amount but one that was achieved.

F ig .  5  i s  a  d iagram o f  the  loca l  osc i l la to r  fo r  the  Bg01A.
The 9.26-MH z and 11.26-MHz VCXOs are mixed to oroduce
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a 2-MHz reference frequency. The reference is mixed in a
sampler with the output of the high-frequency VCO, which
is then phase-locked to the reference. Thus we have met our
design goal with a single-loop design, which represents a
considerable savings in complexity and cost.

The good residual FM performance can only be main-
tained i f  the spurious mixing products on the output are
kept to -80 dBc. This translates to -130 dBc at the refer-
ence signal for a mult ipl icat ion of so dB. With 9.26 MHz
and t1.26 MHz for the two references, the lowest-order
spurious product to cross the output signal is B2nd order.
The next closest spurious output is at 130 kHz offset and is
51st order, With some care we were able to keep the actual
spurious levels below detectabi l i ty.

Care has also been taken to reduce the microphonic sus-
ceptibi l i ty of the local osci l lator by shock mounting i t .  In an
informal test, we have had the B90i.A operating next to a
large punch press without adverse effect.

Tuning the Osci l lator
The f irst step in tuning the local osci l lator to a desired

frequency is select ion of the octave of interest. Once the
desired octave is determined and output to the mult iplexer,
the job of gett ing the fundamental osci l lator to the required
frequency begins. Before the phase-locked loop is closed,
the VCO is tuned to the desired frequency under the control
of a digital-to-analog converter (DAC). This posit ions the
output frequency aporoximately on the required harmonic
of the reference. The posit ioning is accomplished by count-
ing the output frequency with the microprocessor-based
counter and adjusting the control word to the DAC unti l  the
input to the counter is within tolerance.

The DAC control is arranged so that the phase-locked-
loop integrator is charged to the correct operating voltage.
The DAC can now be disconnected without the VCO chang-
ing frequency. This is done, and the DAC is then connected
to the tune l ine of the reference VCXOs and set to a value
that causes the reference frequency to be 10% above i ts
lowest value. Final ly, the phase-locked loop is closed.

At this point there are two possibi l i t ies. I f  the loop is
within i ts capture range (about ZOOkHz), the loop wil l  pul l
in and acquire lock. More often than not, however, the loop
wil l  be outside the capture range, so an offset is iniected into
the loop so that the result ing error signal wi l l  tune the VCO
down in frequency unti l  lock is achieved with the closest
lower  harmon ic .  When lock  is  ach ieved,  the  ou tpu t  i s
somewhere between 2OO kHz above the desired frequency
and 1.8 MHz below the desired frequency. The DAC con-
trol l ing the reference frequency, which was set for 10%

Gain  G 2n

Fig,6. To track an input signal, the octave oscl//ator is phase-
locked to the input signal by the track loop shown here.



more than the lowest reference frequency, can then be used
to tune the VCXOs unti l  the desired output frequency is
obtained.

Examining the numbers involved, i t  can be seen that the
reference can be moved enough to cover the space between
n numbers (2 MHz). Because of i ts ini t ial  sett ing, the DAC
can move the output down 10% (at least 200 kHz) or up 90%
(at least 1.8 MHz). This is typical ly exactly what is required.
IIowever, there are condit ions where the init ial  locking to
the VCXO harmonic might be off by one n number. I f  the
desired output frequency is not obtained, then a special
routine is performed that steps the phase-locked loop one
harmonic number and another attempt to f ine-tune the
VCXOs is made. This process may be repeated as often as
necessary, so the correct harmonic number can be obtained
regardless of how far off  the init ial  lock was. This represents
a certain amount of redundancy in tuning and a certain
tolerance to some types of hardware fai lure.

Tracking an Input Signal
Another mode for setting the output frequency of the

local osci l lator is cal led track mode. In track mode the

reference that is used to set the local oscillator output fre-

quency is the frequency of the RF input. The circuit is

similar to an AFC (automatic frequency control) circuit

except that a signal can be followed continuously anywhere
between 10 MHz and 1300 MHz. The lock loop for track
mode uses the input mixer to generate an intermediate

frequency that is converted by the FM discriminator to a

voltage proport ional to the IF frequency. The discriminator
output is compared to the desired voltage and used as an

e r r o r  v o l t a g e  t o  t u n e  t h e  V C O  ( s e e  F i g . 6 ) .  T h e  L O

signal is fed to the mixer through a divide-by-2n circuit  to
generate an output within the desired octave. The rate of
change of the local oscillator output frequency as a function

of the VCO tuning voltage is a function of the division
factor. This is compensated within the loop by a resist ive

network that changes the input resistor to the loop inte-
grator by powers of two. With constant loop gain, the loop

bandwidth can be kept constant. There is some variation in

Ioop bandwidth due to changes in the sensit ivi ty of the VCO

over any octave, but this has been kept to a minimum by

design. The loop bandwidth is optimized to produce less

than 1% error for 1-kHz FM rates. Higher rates are less
affected, of course, and very low FM rates are removed by

the loop.
When the input moves in frequency enough that the VCO

approaches one of i ts octave band edges, the micropro-
cessor takes over. The track loop is opened and the DAC is

Inlegrator
Ampli f ier

Fig.7. Loop integrator has two types of tnputs, one for the lock
loop (Fig. 5) and one for the track loop (Fig. 6)

connected to the VCO. The local oscillator frequency is

adjusted to the same point but in the next octave. Then the

DAC is disconnected and the track loop closed. This pro-

cess takes only about 50 milliseconds so that lock appears

unbroken for slowly moving signals such as that generated

by manually tuning a signal generator. The band was made
slightly larger than an octave to allow for some hysteresis.

I t  is interesting to note that two dif ferent types of inputs

are required ofthe loop integrator. In the case ofthe phase-

locked loop (Fig. 5), the integrator pole must be removed
with a zero before loop crossover for a stable system, be-
cause the phase detector (sampler) output voltage is propor-
t ional to phase dif ference and phase is the integral of fre-
quency. This gives the loop a double-integrator response.
The second integrator pole is removed by putt ing a resistor
in series with the integrator capacitor. For the track loop
(Fig. 6), a true integrator response is desired because fre-
quency discrimination rather than phase discrimination is
used. The requirement for a true integrator response is even
more str ingent for the sweep circuit  that is discussed next.
Examination of Fig. 7 and the fol lowing equations wil l
show how these two requirements were met:

Lock  Loop:  Vs /V1 :  - (1+sR2C) / (sR1C)

Track  Loop:  Ys lV2 :  -1 l (sR3C) .

Finding an Input Signal
The modulat ion analyzer is capable of f inding a signal

that is applied to its input. The algorithm that accomplishes
this is complex (see art icle, page 26). I t  is capable of pre-

Stepback
Compensation

Resislor

R

I
---J 320-651-MHz VCO

IF
Present
Oetector

lF AmPl i f ier

VCO Overshoot = Af
Loop Turnoft DelaY = P

For Compensation, At = gYq = lR

R = D/C ='t.2psl0.1pl = 12fr
Ve

Fig. 8. Sweep loop, controlled by the microprocessor, tunes
the octave oscillator rapidly across its band, looktng for an
input signal. When an lF signal is detected,lhe sweep stops.
The stepback res/stor compensates for the oscillator's over-
shooting the input f requency during the time it takes to stop.
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IF Filters for the 8901A Modulation
Analyzer

by Andrew H. Naegeli

The 8901A Modulation Analyzer has two alternate intermediate
frequencies. The primary lF is 1.5 MHz, chosen to accommodate an
FM signal with 400-kHz deviation at a 200-kHz rate. The secondary lF
is 455 kHz, used to avoid spurious conversion problems in the mixer
for input irequencies below 10 MHz. This lF is l imited to rates of 1O
kHz and deviations of 40 kHz.

Low.lPass Filter and Phase Compensation
The primary lF uses a low-pass filter with a bandwidth of 2.5 MHz.

The low-pass tilter is used because of the very wide bandwidth
requirements of the worst-case FM signal described above. The filter
must reject lF signals of 6 MHz and higher by at least 60 dB, and must
have a very flat amplitude response to preserve the FM-rejection
performance of the AM detector. These requirements led to a 6-pole
Cauer-Chebyshev f i l ter design with two zeros of transmission at 6.1
and 8.4 MHz. This f i l ter was synthesized as a passive network using
standard inductors and capacitors as the filter elements.

To prevent distort ion o1 FM signals, a phase compensation f i l ter is
cascaded with the 2.S-MHz low-pass filter. For an FM signal with
100-kHz deviation at a 100-kHz rate, the phase compensation filter
reduces the distort ion Irom 2% to less than 0.1%. This f i l ter is an
all-pass network with four poles and four zeros. lt is realized as an
active f i l ter, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1, All-pass network acts as a phase compensation filter
to prevent distortion of FM signals.

The two voltage sources are models for two amplifiers that deliver
the input signal to two points, 180 degrees out of phase. Assume for
the moment that A1 = A2 : 1, that is, both channels have the same
unity gain. The circuit  may be analyzed using superposit ion. First,
with the lower voltage source shorted, the output voltage is:

R
v 1  

R + x  
( 1 )

Next the contribution from the lower voltage source .is found by
short ing the upper voltage source:

-v1;+ e)R + j x
The sum of (1 )and (2) is the output voltage, V2. Therefore, the transfer
function is:

v 2  _ R - j x
V 1  R + i X

This transfer function is an al l-pass function because the zeros of
transmission (the roots of the numerator) are a mirror image of the
poles (the roots of the denominator) across the frequency axis of the
s-prane.

The ampli tude and phase responses of this network must be ad-
iusted to give optimum performance. Component variat ions in the
reactive elements can change the locations of the poles and zeros,
leading to phase changes. The phase response is adjusted to the
desired shape by adjusting the value of R

The ampli tude response of the network is theoretical ly f lat,  but
losses in the reactive elements can aflect the amDlitude f latness. For
example, a small  resistance, r,  in series with the reactive network
changes the transfer function to:

V l  _  ( R - r ) -  j X

v 2  ( R + r ) + j X

Now, i f  the reactance term, jX, is zero al some frequency, the
ampli tude is no longer :  1, but is less than 1. This causes r ipples that
depend on the location of the poles and zeros of the reactance, jX.
The reactance network forthis filter has azero aI2.2MHzand ooles at
1 .0  and 4 .3  MHz.  These can cause subs lan t ia l  r ipp les  in  the
ampli tude response. To adjust for this problem, the two gains are
adjusted such that A1 is not equal to A2. This changes the ampli tude
response primari ly, so the two adjustments are only marginal ly in-
teractive.

The transistor circuit  real izat ion of this f i l ter is shown in Fio. 2.
+ v

43 pH

50()

Fig.2. All-pass network ts a f our-pole, f our-zero active filter.

Bandpass Filters
The secondary lF uses a bandpass f i l ter at a 455-kHz center

frequency. The 3-dB bandwidth of this f i l ter is 200 kHz. The wide
bandwidth is necessary because of the wide deviat ion of permissible
FM signals, The phase response ol this f i l ter is very important, be-
cause of FM distort ion. The f i l ter was designed to add less than 0.03%
distort ion to an FM signal with 1O-kHz deviat ion at a 1O-kHz rate. To

(4)

+
o__
V1
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=

-v

2OO pH
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accomplish this, the phase response was made very linear, while
sacri f icing a sharp cutolf  in the ampli tude response. This required the
filter to be designed as an arithmetrcally symmetrical bandpass lilter
(same response at fo - Af as at fs + Af, where fe is center frequency),
as opposed to the standard geometrically symmetrical design (same
response al Yzto as at 2Io),

In standard bandpass filter design, a low-pass prototype filter is
transformed geometrically up to the desired center frequency, Unfor-
tunately, this transformation distorts the phase response in the filter
passband. To avoid this problem, the desired bandpass f unction was
approximated directly by analyzing the response of pole-zero pat-
terns using a computer. A transitional Butterworth-Thompson destgn
was used as the low-pass prototype, to make the group delay re-
sponse flat across most of the passband. When the desired constella-
tion of poles and zeros was achieved, the seven-pole bandpass filter
was synthesized direct ly using standard insert ion loss techniques.r

The filter bandwidth is wide enough so that standard inductors and
capacitors are used as the f i l ter elements. The ampli tude and phase
responses are adjusted using two slightly interactive adjustments,
adjusting the value of two inductors. The variable elements were
chosen from the results ol a sensitivity analysis performed with a
computer-aided-design program.

The secondary lF filter may also be used at input frequencies
above 10 MHz to make the 8901A more frequencv-selective. This can

be useful when measuring the level of signals at various Jrequencies
in the input spectrum, using the IUNED RF TEVEL function.
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cisely locating signals that are moving (FM), only there part

of the t ime [AM) , and that have harmonics only L 0 dB down
(or 30 dB down if  higher than third). In the process of
f inding the fundamental of the incoming signal the octave

osci l lator is swept rapidly across i ts band about 2 0 t imes. To

do this, a current source is fed into the integrator input to
the VCO (Fig. B). The output of the integrator is a ramp that
causes the VCO to move down in frequency. Another cur-
rent source retraces the VCO at the end of a band i f  no signal
is found.

The microprocessor sweeps each octave unti l  a signal is
found. A fast detector in the IF chain senses the presence of

a signal in the IF and switches off the current source driving
the integrator. When a sweep is successful in generating an
IF signal, the local osci l lator is counted to determine where
i l  was  when i t  s topped.

The sweep rate is very fast, up to 1 MHz/g,s. This presents

the problem that any t ime involved in recognizing the pres-

ence of an IF signal and turning the sweep source off causes
the VCO to go too far. To compensate for this, a step-back
resistor is put in the integrator, such that removing the
sweep current removes V : IR from the output voltage of
the integrator. R is chosen so that the frequency represented
by the sweep current t imes the resistor is equal to the
amount the output frequency moved during the turnoff
delay. This al lows the output of the VCO to be counted to
determine where i t  was when the signal f i rst entered the IF.

Demodulators
The modulat ion analyzer's two demodulators operate on

the IF signal and produce a pair of audio signals. One

demodulator extracts the frequency modulat ion compo-
nents of the IF signal and the other extracts the ampli tude
modulat ion components. The two demodulators are de-

signed for low susceptibi l i ty to incidental modulat ion, or

conversion from one type of modulat ion to the other. They
are also designed not to add signif icantly to the modulat ion

noise output so that they do not degrade the system residual
modulat ion characterist ics. They are also both very l inear
and have f lat frequency responses so that the overal l  t%
accuracy specif icat ion can be maintained. Both detectors
do a f ine job of meeting their design goals.

The job of removing the AM from the IF signal before i t  is
sent to the FM demodulator is done by a series of three
l imiter stages. Considerable care was taken to minimize the
effect of ampli tude variat ions on the phase of the l imiter
output (minimum AM to <DM conversion). I t  is most impor-
tant that both the posit ive half cycle and negative half cycle
be treated the same and always symmetrical ly. I t  is obvious
that i f  the l imit ing does not take place exactly at the zero
crossing, changes in ampli tude wil l  affect the zero crossing
and, in turn, the FM output. (However, the 8901A's ful l-
wave FM demodulator averages the zero crossings so that
s o m e  s y m m e t r i c a l  m o v e m e n t  c a n  b e  t o l e r a t e d . )  T o
minimize this effect, we treat the signal within the l imiter in
a dual-ended dif ferential arrangement (Fig. 9).

Each l imiter stage consists of a dif ferential pair with the
emitters t ied together and to a current source. The col lector
loads are individual resistors with emitter fol lowers to take
the signal dif ferential ly to the next stage or to the output. By
maintaining str ict symmetry, both phases of the signal are
treated the same. Since the zero crossing information is
carr ied in the dif ference between the two outputs any
asymmetry that might exist at one output wi l l  not exist in
the dif ference between the two. Symmetry was further as-
sured by having al l  of the transistors for a given l imiter on
the same transistor array integrated circuit  chip.

Perhaps the most important consideration involves main-
taining al l  of the operating condit ions independent of input
level. The current source on the emitters keeps the operat-
ing current and consequently the output level independent
of base voltage. The dif ferential arrangement keeps the
transistors out of saturation (a necessity) and the emitter
output stages buffer the loads from changes in the input
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To Next
Stage

Fig.9. Limiters (one stage shown here) remove the AM from
the lF signal before it goes to the FM demodulator. The design
minimizes AM-to-QM conversion.

impedance of the fol lowing stage as i t  begins to l imit.
Some care was taken to make the stage delay independent

of input level.  Normally the delay through a dif ferential
stage geis smaller as the stage is driven harder. In this
design, the small-signal bandwidth is extended by apply-
ing  negat ive  feedback .  (When the  s tage is  I im i t ing ,  the
feedback is not effect ive, of course.) The feedback equalizes
the delay through the stage so that the small-signal delay is
equal to the large-signal delay.

With al l  of these steps, phase shif t  at the l imiter output is
typical ly less than t/z degree for a 3-to-1 change in input
leve l .

FM Demodulator
The most dif f icult  task in selecting an FM demodulator

was to achieve both the noise specif icat ion and the distor-
t ion specif icat ion we needed for our various potential users.
To satisfy the distort ion requirements of broadcast FM ap-
pl icat ions we are providing FM distort ion that is typical ly
70 dB down at rates and deviat ions up to 100 kHz. This is
very good, and suggests a pulse-count type of discrimina-
t ion. On the other end of our target appl icat ions are the
high-quali ty, low-deviat ion FM mobile radio appl icat ions.
For these we are providing discriminator noise in a 3-kHz
bandwidth that is small  compared with 1 Hz (around 113Hz,
typ ica l l y ) .  Th is  i s  a lso  very  good,  and suggests  a  tuned-
circuit  type of discriminator. The problem is that a pulse-
count discriminator is too rtoisy and a tuned discriminator
is not l inear enough. We were able to develop a new type of
discriminator that is neither pulse-count or tuned-circuit ,
yet meets al l  our requirements. The beauty of this circuit  is
that i t  is inherently l inear and yet does not have a signif i-
cant noise mechanism. It  is described in detai l  on page 13.

AM Demodulator and AGC
The AM demodulator detects the amoli tude modulat ion
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on the IF signal and produces an audio-frequency output.
This detector has a very wide IF bandwidth and therefore
very low conversion of FM to AM. At most operating fre-
quencies, conversion of FM to AM is negl igible, approach-
ing the published specif icat ion only at the lowest input
frequencies when the RF input circuit  and the mixer begin
to rol l  off  sl ightly.

The demodulator is a half-wave average-responding rec-
t i f ier with suff icient bandwidth to work well  with an IF
above 2.5 MHz. I t  is similar to a circuit  sometimes used at
lower frequencies, with diodes in the feedback loop of an
ampli f ier. The dif ference is that the ampli f ier is a very
high-gain ampli f ier capable of the high slew rates required
to  tu rn  the  d iodes  on  dur ing  the  IF  s igna l ' s  t rans i t ion
through zero .

A s imp l i f ied  schemat ic  i s  shown in  F ig .  10 .  (Some b ias-
ing and compensation elements have been omitted.) Gain is
provided by a cascade of three transistors arranged for a
h i g h  g a i n - b a n d w i d t h  p r o d u c t .  T h e  c u r r e n t  s o u r c e
(grounded base) output al lows the fast voltage changes
required to switch the diodes as the sign of the current
reverses. The audio output is taken from one of the half-
wave outputs by way of a constant-resistance network. The
constant-R network f i l ters the IF signal so that very l i t t le
of i t  reaches the buffer ampli f ier that fol lows the demodula-
to r .  Wi thout  the  cons tan t -R f i l te r ,  the  de tec t ion  d iode
would be back-biased at each IF zero crossing by the aver-
age value of the half-wave-recti f ied IF signal, and this
would degrade performance because the ampli f ier would
have to slew farther.

The IF  ga in  o f  the  c i rcu i t  i s  Rr /Rr .  To  have reasonab le
gain and yet keep R, small  enough to get the required
bapdwidth, R, has to be small .  I ts value is actual ly 100O, so

Vo,1 (Audio)

Fig. 10. AM demodulator has a wide lF bandwidth and
therefore very low FMlo-AM conversion. lt detects the modu-
lating signal (Vo) and the average carrier level (Vo" ou).



i t  requ i res  a  good s tou t  IF  ampl i f ie r  to  d r ive  i t .

The ampl i tude modu la t ion  percentage is  the  ampl i tude

of  the  AM detec tor  aud io  ou tpu t  d iv ided by  the  average

car r ie r  leve l  t imes 100%.  The average car r ie r  leve l  i s  a lso

detec ted  by  the  AM detec tor ;  i t  i s  labe led  Vdc  ou t  in  F ig .  10 .
An AGC c i rcu i t  ahead o f  the  AM demodu la to r  {F ig .  11)

prov ides  a  cons tan t - leve l  IF  s igna l  to  the  demodu la to r .
Vdc out is compared with a stable reference and an error

A New Type of FM Demodulator

by Russell B. Riley

We have cal led the wideband low-noise FM demodulator used in
the 8901A Modulat ion Analyzer a charge-count discriminator. The
basic idea is to form pulses of constant charge at a rate proportional
to frequency and then average these pulses to produce an output
voltage proport ional to the input frequency

The operation of the charge-count discriminator is similar to that of
the more famil iar pulse-count discriminator, the basic dif ference
being the pulse shapes involved. The typical pulse-count circuit
Jorms a pulse of constant ampli tude and constant duratton once per

cycle of the signal to be demodulated. Note that both the ampli tude
and the duration have to be control led with great accuracy and
stabi l i ty for l inear, low-noise perlormance. In practice i t  is usually j i t ter

+  1 0 v

Ampl i t ied
and Limi ted

1 .5  MHz
lF  l n

+6V

c l
D1 20 pF

4 m A

-9V

in the pulse duration that l imits noise perlormance. In contrast, the
charge-count circuit  requires only that a dc voltage be accurate and
stable.

In the circuit  diagram (Fig. 1), diodes D1 and D2 clamp the left  end
of capacitor C1 to a voltage swing of 15V plus two diode drops.
Charge-steering diodes D3 and D4 l imit the r ight end of C1 to a
voltage excursion of two diode drops. Thus the charge that f lows
back and forth in C1 is well  defined and is given by

Q = C l A V

where AV is 15V in this example. Since current is given by the rate of
change of charge with respect to t ime the average current luun f lowing
in resistor R, through the action of the charge-steering diodes and the
operational ampli f ier U, is given by

luun :  Qf  :  c l f  AV

where f is the number of cycles per second (the f requency of the input
signal).  The average output voltage Vuuo is simply

Thus the demodulator l inearity depends on passive components
and a stable voltage AV. The principal source of noise is the op-
amp U, with resistor R and noise on AV making somewhat smaller

contr ibutions.
The circuit  actual ly used in the modulat ion analyzer includes some

refinements. For example, transistor Q1 is also used, driving circuitry
similar to that connected to the collector of 02. The two outputs are
added, with the result that the demodulator transfer functton (sensit iv-
i ty) is doubled and the output rrpple frequency is doubled, making the
fi l ter ing job easier. A damped inductor is added in series with C1 to
introduce a controlled amount of overshoot so that the steering
diodes cut off  cleanly.

Q2o1
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R

10 ko

D3D2
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Fig. 1. Stnplf ied schema\c ot the
ch a r g e - cou nt dt s cl I m t nator.
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vo l tage is  deve loped to  cont ro l  the  ga in  o f  the  AGC

amplif ier. The l imit ing factor in the design of the AGC

amplif ier is the AM distort ion goal of -60 dB harmonic

distort ion. A special low-distort ion photoresistor is used as

the gain control element in a feedback arrangement. The

approach works well ,  but is not without pit fal ls. The photo-

resistor is a slow device with a low-frequency pole that

tends to move with the operating point. I t  also has a gain

factor that is not very stable. In general, it is not the kind of

element a designer I ikes to have determining the dynamics

of a loop.
To avoid these problems, the photoresistor is placed in a

control loop to set i ts resistance (Fig. 11). A small  dc cunent
is  pu t  th rough the  photores is to r  and an  opera t iona l
amplifier senses the voltage across the photoresistor. The
op-amp changes the current through the light-emitting
diode that illuminates the photoresistor until the voltage
across the photoresistor equals a predetermined value. In
this way the dc current controls the resistance of the photo-
resistor and consequently the gain of the AGC amplifier.
The pole of the photoresistor as well as its gain variations
are removed by the action of this local control loop. Since
the AM signal going through the photoresistor is at IF and
the resistance-sett ing signal is at dc, these signals do not
interfere with each other.

The AGC loop can be modeled as a feedback loop around
a mult ipl ier (see Fig. 12). The mult ipl icat ion factor V"
is the gain of the AGC amplifier, so that Vout : Vi,, X V".
The loop gain is GK(dVout/dV") :  GKV6. Thus the loop
gain is proport ional to the input level.  Although this is
characterist ic of an AGC loop, i t  is undesirable because the
loop bandwidth and response t ime are functions of the loop
gain. I f  the Ioop bandwidth is too high, the circuit  wi l l  begin
to remove some of the ampli tude information from the
signal, and r inging wil l  occur for step RF inputs. I f  the loop
bandwidth is too small  the response t ime wil l  be very long.
Unless something is done to compensate for the changing
Ioop gain, one or the other of these effects can be expected to
occut.

Our solut ion is to make the gain factor K inversely pro-
port ional to V1.. Since K : dV"/dV", we wil l  have constant

Audio
Out

Flg. 11. Automatic gain control
(AGC) circuit provides a constant-
level lF signal to the AM demod-
ulator. A low-distortion photoresis-
tor is the gain control element.

bandwidth i f

du" - i- o, 
dv" * 

u"
dV* Vin dV* Vout

Because the circuit  is an AGC circuit ,  Vout :  Vr"1 : con-

stant. Therefore we need

dv"______: € V^.
dV*

An exponential with V" - sKzv" meets this requirement.

In the 89014 the exponential characterist ic is approxi-

mated by the series combination of R and Rp in Fig. 11.

Current I  develops a voltage I(R+Rp) across this series

combination. The control loop ampli f ier drives the photo-

resistor to make this voltage equal to the reference voltage

V2.  The AGC ampl i f ie r  ga in  i s

0Vdc

- lVin

1{
l =G xAVeql

R r
Gain : V" : ---:j :- R p

IRa dV"

IR+V2 dV*

For the values used, the maximum gain error of this approx-

imation over a 24-dB IF input range is 2 dB. This 1'2-Io-1'

improvement al lows us to maintain both accuracy and re-

sponse t ime over the operating range of the circuit .

Fig. 12. AGC loop
around a multiPlier.

Multiplier
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Audio Section
The aud io  sec t ion  (F ig .  13)  se lec ts  the  ou tpu t  o fe i ther the

AM demodulator or the FM demodulator, generates a digi-

tal result proport ional to the amount of modulat ion, and

outputs the demodulated signal to the front panel. In the

process ,  the  s igna l  i s  f i l te red ,  ampl i f ied ,  de-emphas ized,

detected and converted to digital format.
Three Iow-pass f i l ter bandwidths and two high-pass f i l ter

bandwidths are provided, along with a wideband f i l ter rep-

resent ing  the  un f i l te red  case.  The w ide  f i l te r ' s  3 -dB

bandwidth is a few tenths of one hertz at the low end to

about 250 kHz at the high end. The low-frequency cutoff
had to be kept very low to preserve FM stereo information at

Iow frequencies. For good stereo separation only small

phase shif ts between the audio tone and the 3B-kHz subcar-

r ier are permissible. The lower cutoff frequency of 0.3 Hz

l imits the maximum measurable separation at 50 Hz to 50

d B .
This f i l ter is required to be f lat to 200 kHz for FM and to

Fig. 13. Audio section processes
and measures the modulat ion
stgnal.

100 kHz for AM. Separate f i l ters are used for the FM and AM

inputs to minimize the problems associated with switching

between modulators. The actual switching throughout the

audio section is done at high-impedance points so that

switch impedance variat ions do not lead to gain variat ions.

The wide f i l ters are designed to attenuate the 1.5-MHz IF

s igna l  and i t s  s idebands.
The two high-pass f i l ters, 50 Hz and 300 Hz, represent

standard frequencies a user might need.

The three low-pass f i l ters are 3kHz, 15kHz, and >20 kHz'

The LS-kHz f i l ter is a f ive-pole Butterworth f i l ter. I t  is de-

signed to attenuate the carr ier when operating with a 150-

kHz or greater input frequency. The 3-kHz f i l ter is an active

five-pole f i l ter used for noise measurements. This f l l ter is

designed with many poles so that noise that might be r ising

with audio frequency (typical in FM systems) wil l  be f i l -

tered enough to give meaningful results'  The >20 kHz f i l ter

has a 3-dB bandwidth of about 90 kHz but has a Bessel

shape. so that is is down abott2"/o at 20 kHz. I t  is optimized

DcEsDhasia -

StoD Counl
+ to Counter

Ramp Gate
trom Counlea

Recordel
Output
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for minimum overshoot to a square wave input. This f i l ter
can also attenuate the IF when operating at a 45S-kHz IF.
Either this f i l ter or the 15-kHz f i l ter may be used with the
45S-kHz IF .

When FM is selected there is a choice of de-emphasis
networks. These are required to reconstruct the modulat ion
signal, since an FM transmitter typical ly has i ts frequency
response pre-emphasized. When a de-emphasis network is
selected i t  is always switched in ahead of the demodulated
output. The display, however, can represent the modula-
t ion either before or after de-emphasis. This al lows either
deviat ion (without de-emphasis) or f latness ( including de-
emphasis) measurements to be made while maintaining the
correct frequency response at the demodulated output.
When the 750-t ls de-emphasis network is selected a gain of
10 is automatical ly inserted. This gives the added resolu-
t ion often needed with this de-emphasis network because i t
reduces the received noise so much (750 g,s is equivalent to
a 2'1,2-Hz low-pass f i l ter with one pole.)

When <DM is selected the FM signal is integrated to form
O : Jfdt.  The phase modulat ion capabil i ty assumes wide-
deviat ion phase modulat ion, with readings to 400 radians.
Modulat ion schemes that depend upon zero radians being
the same as 2z radians wil l  cause euoneous readings, and
phase modulat ion with incidental AM much greater than
99/o may also cause incorrect readings. The QM demod-
ulator works very well with analog phase modulation and
is useful with some types of digital PSK (phase shift keying).

Average and Peak Detectors
Two detectors are provided in the audio section. The

average- respond ing  de tec tor ,  s im i la r  to  tha t  found in
high-quali ty voltmeters, is included mainly to measure
no ise .  The peak  de tec tor  i s  used main ly  to  measure
maximum modulat ion. An ampli f ier that can be program-
med to a gain of + 1 or - 1 precedes the peak detector so that
either +pk or -pk readings can be made. The performance
of the peak detector is key to the operation of the modula-
t ion measurements and much effort went into i ts develop-
ment.

As simple as the peak detector is (see Fig. 14), i t  has very
good performance. I ts maximum al lowable error for 100-
kHz aud io  ra tes  is  0 .15% on our  p roduc t ion  I ine .  A  s ine
wave is within 0.15% of peak value for only I .7o/o of the
time, or only 170 ns at 100 kHz. This requires a very fast
circuit .  For this reason, a high-speed comparator is used as

. v

Buffer

'-F),"
I  ADc

Cz F xoto

I 
capacitor

V

Fig. 14. Peak detector is simple but performs well
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Fig. 15. Analoglo-digital converter is used fo measure many
voltages in the modulation analyzer. /t ls a slng/e-s/ope con-
verter, counttng a clock signal while a constant-slope ramp
voltage rlses to the level of the unknown voltage.

the basis of the circuit .  At the other end of the soectrum. for
a SO-Hz input the sample capacitor must retain i is charge for
20 ms. With a maximum of O.1.So/o discharge al lowed, this
represents a t ime constant of 13 seconds. To maintain this
long t ime constant given the levels and input bias current in
the comparator, the sampling capacitor is large (apF). This
long t ime constant also requires that the circuit  be actively
discharged to maintain reasonable measurement speed.
The circuit  is cycled automatical ly to measure a new peak
value 10 t imes a second.

The current that charges the sample capacitor is large so
that the detector is able to respond to complex signals, such
as two simultaneous tones. In this case, whictr is typical of
avionics signals, peaks occur only at the dif ference fre-
quency between the two tones, yet the widths of the peaks
are proport ional to the highest frequency. The problem here
is to charge the sample capacitor ful ly while the two inputs
are summing to a maximum. On the other hand, the higher
the charge current, the greater the potential overshoot. The
charge current level is chosen so that this overshoot is less
than one least signif icant digit .

After the peak sample has been taken, the result is trans-
ferred to a hold capacitor and buffered for the analog-to-
digital converter. I f  S, in Fig. 14 is held closed for a suff i-
cient length of t ime, then nearly al l  the voltage on C' is
transferred to the smaller C2. However, i f  some post-peak-
detection filtering is required, then 52 is closed for a shorter
time. In this way a fraction of the voltage difference between
C1 and C, is transferred for each t ime period. The result is
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a t ime-sampled approximation to an ideal one-pole post-
detection f i l ter. The advantage is that i t  is programmable
and i t  does not add much hardware-just two resistors plus
the latch and transistor that change the t iming to the type-
555 t imer that sequences the peak detector.

I f  the t imer is turned off and S, is left  closed, then any
signal that comes along wil l  be captured. This is cal led peak
hold; i t  is implemented with digital storage to provide
indefinite retention of maximum levels of peak modulat ion.

The analog-to-digital converter is used to read many volt-
ages inside the modulation analyzer. Readings are made to
determine the result and val idity of each measurement. The
ADC can make measurements as fast as L0 ms, has resolu-
t ion of 1 part in 40,000, and has only one adjustment and
inherently no offset.

The converter is a single-slope converter (Fig. 15). When
it receives a start transit ion, i t  generates a ramp by integrat-
ing a precision current. When the ramp exceeds the input
voltage, a comparator changes state. A clock is counted
between the start transit ion and the comparator state
change. The number of counts is proport ional to the analog
voltage.

Instead of start ing at ground, the ramp starts one diode
drop below ground, and goes up to about b volts. Once per
measurement cycle a reading of a grcunded input is taken
and stored. The input voltage is then computed as the signal
reading minus the ground reading. Offset is not a problem
because ground is actual ly measured. Temperature dri f t  in
the integration capacitor is compensated by a temperature
coefficient introduced into the voltage reference for an
overal l  effect of less than 30 ppm/'C.

Serviceability
Several features were included in the design ofthe 8901A

to make servicing easier. These start with the power-up
sequence and with four dedicated troubleshooting I/O pins
on one of the microprocessor chips. Four l ights on the top of
the control ler board are associated with these four pins. I f
al l  is well  these l ights quickly go through a f lashing se-
quence on power-up, then al l  stay on. I f  any other pattern of
these l ights is displayed i t  means that one of the power-up
checks has fai led. After the power-up sequence is complete,
two of the l ights are used to indicate interrupts (keyboard
and HP-IB), and one l ight f lashes to indicate that the con-
trol ler is running.

Many i tems are  checked dur ing  power -up .  F i rs t  a
checksum is made on each of the nine read-only-memory
chips to insure that the program is al l  r ight. The checksum
is compared against a value stored in one of the ROMs. The
code to run this program is located entirely in the f irst ROM,
so that a bad ROM wil l  tend to show up before i t  has any
effect on the val idity of what is being done. Next al l  of the
read/write memory (RAM) is checked by writ ing al l  zeros,
then al l  ones, and veri fying that the same patterns are read
back.

An exclusive-OR gate t ied to the output of one of the I/O
data latches forms a parity check on that latch and is read
back to check that the instrument I /O is working. The
keyboard is scanned to make sure a key is not stuck down
and an error l ight is turned on i f  a stuck key is detected.
Final ly, a test is run on the local osci l lator to veri fy that i t  is
working properly. Tested are i ts frequency range, Ioop

gains, and lock stabi l i ty. The LO tests are done in sequence
to help isolate any problem. A special function command
from the keyboard produces a readout that indicates what
test number fai led. At the beginning of the power-up tests, a
scan of the four service pins already mentioned is made to
see i f  one is grounded. A grounded pin indicates that the
user wants the instrument to go into one of i ts signature
analysis3 routines.

To troubleshoot the microprocessor, a special extender
board is used that al lows "no-operation" instruct ions to be
forced onto the processor control bus. I f  al l  is going well  the
processor wil l  increment i ts program counter and step
through al l  of memory. The signature analysis probe wil l
recognize characterist ic signatures in address l ines, mem-
ory decoders, and memory chips, al lowing easy identi f ica-
t ion of problem parts.

The keyboard assembly is also troubleshot using signa-
ture analysis. The routine scans each key and outputs a 1 or
0 for each key to one of the four troubleshooting pins on the
microprocbssor board. There is a signature for no key down
and a unique signature for each key. There is also a signa-
ture for each pair of keys, and so on. If a fault is found, the
board itself can be probed until the problem is isolated to a
particular component. Also, by correlating patterns of key
failures with the organization of the keyboard matrix, many
clues can be obtained even without going onto the board.

The software-controlled counter circuits also have a sig-
nature analysis routine to exercise them. The various
latches are located and cleared and the counters allowed to
count. By comparing signatures with the expected signa-
tures on a schematic, one can isolate a fault to a particular
part.

The remaining digital circuits and the various I/O latches
are not tested by signature analysis. The control ler part of
the I/O circuitry is tested automatical ly on power-up. To test
a particular latch controlling some function on a board
another set of special functions is included. These func-
t ions al low the service pbrson to write any desired data to
any latch in the instrument. The controller then presents
stable data and addressing l ines to the part icular latch and
continuously strobes i ts clock or latch input. By examining
the outputs and comparing them with the inputs, the fault
can be isolated. This approach offers some advantage over
signature analysis. First,  i f  one is looking at a part icular
Iatch there is probably reason to bel ieve that at least the
function control led by that latch isn't  working. Also, be-
cause a latch is, in general,  control l ing analog hardware,
probing need not stop when the TTL levels stop. Thus one
can set up a command word and fol low it  onto a board, into
a latch, into a level translator, and to an FET switch. The
problem may be well  out of the interface hardware, and this
function al lows one to set up a stable state of the analog
hardware, which is sometimes necessary to isolate the prob-
lem.

Some of the inputs to the voltmeter and counter are there
for service. The voltmeter is able to measure the instru-
ment's f ive power supply voltages to veri fy their operation.
The counter is able to count the internal and external t ime
bases and thus i t  can be veri f ied which t ime base is actual ly
being used (the switchover is automatic to an external t ime
base when one is connectedl.
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S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
HP Model 8901A Modulation Analyzer

RF lnput
FREOUENCY RANGE: '150 kHz to 1300 MHz.
OPERATING LEVEL:

150 kHz -  650 MHz:  12  mvrms ( -25  dBm)  to  7  Vrms (1  Wpeak) .

650 MHz - 1300 MHz:22 mvrms ( 20 dBm) to 7 Vrms (1 wpeak).

Frequency Modulation
RATES:150 kHz -  10  MHz:  20  Hz to  10  kHz.

10 MHz - 1300 MHZ 20 Hz to 200 kHz.r
DEVIATIONS:

'150 kHz - 10 l\, i lHz: 40 kHzpeak maximum.
10 MHz - 1300 lVHz: 400 kHzpeak maximum.l

ACCURACY:'
250 kHz - 10 MHz. !2yo ol reading t1 digit, 20 Hz to l0 kHz rates.
10 MHz - 1300 MHz: a1olo ol reading i1 digit, 50 Hz to 100 kHz rales. 35olo oJ

reading =1 digit, 20 Hz to 200 kHz rates.
DEMODULATED OUTPUT DISTORTION:3

400 kHz - 10 MHz: <0.1"/o THD. deviations . t0 kHz.
10 MHz - 1300 MHz: <0.1olo THD, rales and deviations .::100 kHz.

AM REJECTION (lor 50 % AM at 400 Hz and 1 kHz rates):2 '<20 Hz peak deviation mea-

sured in a 50 Hz to 3 kHz 8W.
REslouAL FM (50 Hz to 3 kHz BW): ':8 Hzr." 31 1300 MHz, decreasing l inearly with fre-

quency to .:1 Hzrms lor 100 MHz and below.

Phase Modulation
CARRIER FREOUET{CY: 10 MHz to 1300 MHz.
RATES: 200 Hz lo 20 kqz.
DEVIATION AND MAXIMUM RESOLUTION:

1 kHz 10 kHz 20 kHz
Modulation Rate

ACCURACY:' a3% of reading =1 digit.
DEMODULATED OUTPUT DTSTORTION : .::0. 1 o/" TH D.
AM BEJECTION (for 50% AM al 1 kHz rate):2 ',:0.03 radian peak in a 50-Hzlo-3-kHz BW.

Amplitude Modulation
RATES:  150 kHz -  10  MHz:20 Hz to  10  kHz.

10  MHz -  1300 MHz:  20  Hz to  100 kHz.
DEPTH: to 99'/".
ACCURACY: ,4

1 50 kHz to 10 MHzt t2o/. ol eading t 1 digit, 50 Hz to 1 0 kHz rates, >5olo depth. 13ol" ol

reading i1 digit, 20 Hz to 10 kHz rates.
10 MHz to 1300 MHz: i17o ot reading t1 digit,50 Hz to 50 kHz rates, >57o depth

a3ol" ol reading 11 digit, 20 Hz to 100 kHz rates.
FLATNESS (variation in indicated AM depth tor constant depth on input signal):

1 0 M H z t o 1 3 0 0 M H z :  a 0 . 3 T o o l r e a d i n g  t 1 d i g i t , 9 0 H z t o 1 0 k H z r a t e s , 2 0 t o 8 0 % d e p t h .
DEMODULATED OUTPUT OISTOBTION; ..0,3% THD fOT <50% dEpth, '0.6% THD fOI

<95o/o deoth.
FM REJECTION (at 400 Hz and I kHz rates,50 Hz to 3 kHz BW):2

250 kHz to 10 MHz: .,:0.2% AN,l lor .:5 kHzpeak deviation.
10 MHz to 1300 MHz: ..O.2'k AM lor <50 kHzpeak deviation.

RESIDUAL AM (50 Hz to 3 kHz BW): <0.01o/o rms.

Frequency Counter
RANGE:  150 kHz -  1300 MHz.
SENSITIVITY:

150 kHz - 650 MHz: 12 mvrms ( 25 dBm).
650 MHz -  1300 MHz:22 mvrms ( -20  dBm) .

ACCURACY: Reference accuracy i3 counts ot least signifcant digit
INTERNAL REFERENCE:

FREQUENCY:  10  MHz.
AGING RATE:  .  1  .10  6 imonth_

(Optional: 1 x 10-Y/day atter 30-day warmup).

Standard
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RF Levels
(Peak-voltage responding, rms sine wave power calibrated).

RANGE: 1 mW to 1 W.
INSTRUMENTATION ACCURACY: 150 kHz - 650 MHz: =2 dB.

650 MHz - 1300 MHz: a3 dB.
SWR: <1.5 in a 50O system.

Audio Filters
HIGH PASS (3-dB cutott frequency): 50 Hz and 3OO Hz.
LOW PASS (3.d8 cutoff frequenry except >20 kHz fitter): 3 kHz, 15 kHz, >20 kHz.
OE-EMPHASIS FILTERS: 25 ps, 50 4s, 75 /rs, and 750 /1s. De-emphasis fitters are

single-pole low-pass filters whose 3-dB frequencies are 6366 Hz for 25 ps,3t83 Hz
for 50 ps, 2122 Hz tot 75 ps, and 212 Hz lot 75O ps.

FLATNESS:
50 Hz HIGH PASS: <1% at rates >200 Hz.
300 Hz HIGH PASS: <1% at rates >1 kHz.
3 kHz LOW PASS: <1% at rates <1 kHz.
15 kHz LOW PASS: <1olo at rates <10 kHz.
>20 kHz LOW PASS: < 1./. at rates <10 kHz.

Calibrators (Option 01 0)
AM CALIBRATOR DEPTH AND ACCURACY:33.33olo depth nominal, internally calibrated

to an accuracy ol 10.1 o/o.

FM CALIBRATOR DEVIATION AND ACCURACY: 33 kHzpeak deviation nominat,
internally cahbraled to an accuracy ol =0.1ol".

General
TEMPERATURE: Operating: 0' to 55'C.
REMOTE OPERATIOil: HP-IB; all functions except the l ine switch are remotely con-

trollable.
EMI: Conducted and radialed interference is within the requirements of methods CEO3 and

RE02 of MIL STD 461A (lor inputs <10 mW), VDE 0871 Level B, and CtSpR pubti-
cation 1 1.

CONDUCTED AND RADIATED SUSCEPTIBILITY: Meets the requirements of methods
CS01, CS02, and RS03 (1 volvmetre) of l\, l lL STD 4614 dated 1968.

POWER: 10O, 12O,22O, ot 240 Vac (+5, -10%); 48-66 Hz; 200 VA max.
WEIGHT: Net 20 kg (44 lb).
D I M E N S I O N S :  1 9 0 m m H  x  4 2 5 m m W  x  4 6 8 m m  D ( 7 . 5 i n  x  1 6 . 8 i n  x  1 8 . 4 i n ) .
PFICES lN U.S.A.:8901A Modulation Analyzer, g75OO; Option 010 AM and FM cati-

brators. $500.
MANUFACTURING DIVISION: STANFORD PARK DIVISION

150'l Page Mill Road
Palo Alto, Catitornia 94304 U.S.A.

1. Vlaximum rate 20 kHz and peak devialion 40 kHz with 750 ps de-emphasis fi l ter.
2. Peak residuals must be accounted for in peak readings.
3 With 750 ps de-emphasis and pre-disptay "ofl, 'distortion is not specified tor modula-

tion outputs >4 Vpeak. This can occur near maximum deviation for a measurement range
at rates <2 kHz.

4. For peak measurements only, AM accuracy may be afiected by distortion generated
by the Ny'odulation Analyzer In the worst case, this can decrease accuracv bV 0.170 of
reading for each 0.1 % ol distortion.

5. The TUNED RF LEVEL mode is uncatibrated.

Modu lation Analyzer Appl ications
by Allen P. Edwards

HE 89014 MODULATION ANALYZER is a useful
tool for analyzing many types of signals. Often it
can provide needed information that has been diffi-

cult  to obtain, such as incidental FM or residual FM. It
can replace large, complex test systems, and speed and
simpli fy measurements.

The modulat ion analyzer is well  suited for measuring
mobile communications and other transmitters. This single
instrument can be used in making most of the measure-
ments normally made on transmitters, such as carr ier
power, carr ier frequency and stabi l i ty, AM depth, FM de-

viat ion, hum and noise, incidental AM or FM, modulat ion
l imit ing ( instantaneous and steady-state), and audio fre-
quency response.

For avionics appl icat ions the 8901A can be very useful in
measuring navigation signals. In test ing ILS transmitters
the analyzer can be used to measure depth of modulat ion
very accurately. For broadcast AM and FM it  can be used to
measure AM depth or FM deviat ion, and i t  can accurately
recover the modulat ion for making measurements such as
stereo separation and distort ion.

Its accuracy makes the modulat ion analyzer an excel lent
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Fig. 1. Spectrum analyzer display of a supposedly amplitude
modulated signal is more typical of broadband FM than
single-trequency AM.

Fig.2, AM recovered by the 8901A modulation analyzer from
the signal of Fig. 1 is a single-frequency sine wave.

addition to a metrology laboratory. An example of its use-

fulness is in calibrating signal generators, especially high-
performance signal generators such as the HP 86408. The
modulation analyzer's capabilities exceed those required to

verify many signal generator specifications. Besides im-
proving the accuracy of these measurements, it greatly re-

duces the time involved. AIso, the optional calibrators pro-
vide a new level of modulation standard accuracy and help

ensure accurate measurements.
Because the modulation analyzer is capable of charac-

terizing all types of signals, it is useful in research and
development laboratories for characterizing VCOs, measur-
ing residual noise on crystal osci l lators, measuring inciden-
tal modulation, measuring the frequency of low-level sig-
nals, and so on. When used with a signal source i t  can
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Fig,3. FM recovered by the modulation analyzer frcm the
signal of Fig. 7 shows sharp s pikes causing the broadband FM
appearance of the signal's spectrum.

characterize RF and IF designs, evaluate modulators, and

test individual ICs or modules.
In the following sections, three specific applications are

described that demonstrate the modulat ion analyzer's

capabil i t ies.

Solving a Signal Generator Problem
The 8901A's abi l i ty to separate ampli tude modulat ion

and frequency modulation is demonstrated by this exam-
ple. Fig. 1 is a spectrum analyzer display of a signal coming
f rom a  h igh-power  s igna l  genera tor  tha t  was  be ing

amplitude modulated at 1 kHz. The spectrum is more typi-
cal of broadband FM than of single-frequency AM.

To see what was happening, the signal was applied to an

8901A. Fig. 2 shows the AM detected by the modulat ion

ana lyzer ,  revea l ing  tha t  the  s igna l  i s  indeed be ing
amplitude modulated at 1 kHz. However, the analyzer's FM

output, Fig. 3, shows that the generator is also being fre-

quency modulated with line-related interference and that

the sharp spikes are causing the broadband FM we saw in

the spectrum analyzer display. With these pictures, the

Fig. 4. Using the modulat ion analyzer to characterize
voltagelunable oscr/ators. The low noise of the 8901 A's local
oscillator makes this application possib/e.
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Fig. 5. Oscl//oscope display from the setup of Fig.4. Ac input
to the VCXO was adjusted to give 100-Hz deviation atthe low
end of the VCXO's tuning range. The display shows how the
actual deviation varies as the VCXO is tuned across its band.

Fig,6. An automatic system f or testing mobile transmitters. A
desktop computer controls the modulation analvzer via the Hp
lnterface Bus.

manufacturer of this product might have been able to cure
this problem by a little attention to the power supply rec-
t i f iers, which, one would suspect, are turning off very fast
and caus ing  the  sp ikes .

Characterizing Voltage-Tunable Oscillators
The next appl icat ion demonstrates how the 89014 is

useful for characterizing VCOs and VCXOs. Fig. 4 shows a
VCXO being measured by the 89014. The VCXO is operat-
ing at 280 MHz and can be pul led SB00 Hz. The idea is to
vary the dc tuning voltage from 0V to 14V, causing the
VCXO frequency to change by 5800 Hz, while a small  ac test
signal of constant ampli tude frequency-modulates the
VCXO. The ratio of the ac frequency deviation to the ac test
signal (Af/Av) is the gain of the osci l lator at the dc operating
point. With the ac test signal held constant, the ac frequency
deviat ion is proport ional to gain. An osci l loscope is used to
plot the dc tuning voltage against the frequency modulat ion
on the VCXO output, as detected by the 89014. The en-

Rote (kHz)

Fag.7. Output plot from the sysfem of Fig. 6.

velope of the osci l loscope display shows the peak FM de-
viation of the VCXO as a function of center frequency.

Fig. 5 shows the osci l loscope display. Notice that the
peak deviation of the VCXO output varies with center fre-
quency, even though the FM input signal is constant. With
this setup the osci l loscope display of gain al lows the de-
signer to optimize the circuit  and get immediate results
when changes are made.

So as not to disturb the measurement, the peak deviat ion
of the FM at 0V is adjusted to only 1OO Hz. This is done by
adjusting the ac modulat ing signal while reading the peak
deviat ion with the 8901,{. The 8901A's 300-Hz to 3-kHz
audio filters are used to limit the noise. The front-panel dn
button is pushed to make the display read in dB. Resolut ion
is better than 0.2 dB, which is more than enough for this
app l ica t ion .  The 8901A 's  pos t -peak-detec tor  f i l te r  i s
selected using the analyzer's special function capabil i ty
and a completely stable display is produced. For this setup.
accuracy is l imited by the resolut ion of O.Z dB.

Assuming that everything was stable this measurement
could be made with a counter by painstakingly plott ing
for, versus tuning voltage and dif ferentiat ing the plot.
Obviously the modulat ion analyzer produces a more con-
venient method of analyzing the gain of this system. How-
ever, without the extremely low noise of the modulat ion
analyzer's local osci l lator, the deviat ion required to make
this type of measurement might perturb the oscillator and
Iimit the resolut ion of the measurement.

Automated Tests
Fig. 6 shows an automatic system for testing mobile

transmitters, taking advantage of the programmability of
the 8901.4, Modulation Analyzer. An HP 9800 Series Desk-
top Computer controls the system. Fig. 7 shows a typical
output plot.
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Assuring Accuracy in Modulation
Measurements
by Leslie E. Brubaker

NE OF THE MOST DIFFICULT PROBLEMS in
making very accurate measurements of AM depth
or FM deviation is calibrating the measuring in-

strument. A precisely modulated signal must be generated
to serve as a calibration standard. Option 010 for the 89014
Modulation Analyzer solves this problem for the user
by providing built- in precise AM and FM modulation
standards. The calibrators built into an 89014 that has
Option 010 can also be used to calibrate other B901As that
do not have this option.

The AM standard is generated by summing two identical
10.1-MHz signals. When one of the signals is switched on
and off at a 10-kHz rate, the result is 33.33 percent AM
depth. By internally measuring* any slight difference in the
levels of the 10. 1-MHz signals the analyzer is able to deter-
mine the actual depth to -r0.1 percent accuracy. To further
improve the modulation envelope, the rise and fall transi-
tions are smoothed to eliminate ringing that might other-

Symmetry
Adiust

Vr
Tune
Voltage

10.1-MHz VCO

Comparatots

Fig.1. FM catibrator circuit diagram. 10.1-MHz oscillator Q7 is switched between two frequen'

cles by the output of differential amplifier Q5-Q6

wise occur in the 8901A's audio filters when this signal is
measured.

The FM standard is generated by square-wave modulat-
ing a VCO with a nominal ge-kHz peak deviation. By using
the internal counter to measure* the upper and lower fre-
quency of this signal, the actual peak deviation is deter-
mined to -r0.1 percent accuracy. To prevent ringing, the
square wave is modified to a round-edged trapezoid.

Once the actual AM depth and FM deviation have been
calculated and stored, the modulation analyzer can be
calibrated. With the calibration signal applied to the
analyzer's RF input port, the internal demodulators mea-
sure the signal being applied, and a pair of percentage

*The 8901A interacts with the AM and FM calibrators to calculate the actual amount ol
generated modulation, but the AM and FM detectors, which wil l later be calibrated using the
signals generated by the AM and FM calibrators, are not used in the calculation. Because of
this indirect method, any counter could determjne the FM deviation and any digital voltmeter
could measure the two RF levals for the AM depth. The 8901A is simply a convenienl
instrument to use to find the magnjtudes of the calibration signals.

+15V Varrs
+8V

fo Counter,: u  1 k o  t * o 0 6 ,

I

l_
:
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accuracies are determined using the calculated values of
AM and FM as references. For example, if the measured
value of AM or FM deviates from the calculated value by
-O.1o/o, the display shows 99.90%. The two percentage
accuracies, one for FM and one for AM, may be stored and
used as scale factors to correct subsequent readings. If
commanded to do so by means of a special function com-
mand, the analyzer will correct its readings automatically.

Because the modulation standards are internal to the
analyzer, there is little need for metrology laboratories to
purchase separate calibration standards. Also, because of
the technique used, it is easy to verify that the calibrators are
operating properly. The two levels in AM and the two
frequencies in FM are very accurately determined in a
nonmodulat ing mode. By analyzing the circuit  perfor-
mance, i t  is possible to show that the amount of modulat ion
generated is the same as that indicated by knowing the
nonmodulated states. The error analvsis will follow the
circuit  descript ion.

FM Calibrator
The FM cal ibrator circuit  diagram appears in Fig. 1. The

main port ions of the circuit  are the 10.1-MHz VCO (Qz) and
the differential amplifier made up of Qs and Qo with its
emitter current source U4 and Qa. The osci l lator is a
varactor-tuned Colpitts type with a tapped inductor for
signal extract ion. The 10.1-MHz signal is removed by the
differential ampli f ier made up of QA and Q9. The col lector
of Qg drives the input to the AM cal ibrator, which looks l ike
a through path to the front-panel output when in the FM
calibrat ion mode. The col lector of QB drives a l ine receiver
with TTL output. This stage acts as a level converter for
driving the 8901A's internal counter and provides reverse
isolat ion that keeps counter noise from modulat ing the
VCO. The col lector bias of Qz also supplies base bias for the
differential ampli f ier and reverse bias for the varactor
diode. This bias partially temperature compensates drift of
the varactor capacitance. Low drift is required to improve
accuracy when calculating the deviation of the FM calibra-
t ion signal, since any dri f t  wi l l  direct ly add to or subtract
from the difference measurement.

The osci l lator tuning voltage is generated by switching a
constant current on and off with QS and Q6. Suppose that

Q6 is fully on and Qs is fully off. AII the current from Q4
flows through QO and none through QS. This makes V1
:IrR. Since this causes greater reverse bias on the varactor,
the frequency is increased to fu, which is counted and
stored. I f  QS then is turned on and Q6 is off ,  al l  of 11 f lows

Flg. 2 Current waveform in the FM calibrator differential
amplifier. The FM calibration frequency is proportional to this
current. The rounded corners prevent ringing in the 8901 A's
audio filters.

:ffiU\

Flg.3. Effective nolse during peak detection

through Q5 and none through QO. Then V1 : 0V, and a
lower frequency f1 is generated and counted. The peak FM
deviat ion is %(fu-fr.) .  I f  QS and Q6 are al lowed to switch at
a 10-kHz rate, we then have an RF signal modulated at a
1O-kHz rate with a precisely known peak deviat ion. This is
the signal that is used to.cal ibrate the 8901A FM demod-
ulator.

The remaining port ion of the cal ibrator consists of con-
trol and reference circuits. A very stable voltage source is
used as a reference for the tuning current and a bias currenl
(IB). U3 integrates the output voltage of a CMOS fl ip-f lop
and causes Q5 to be switched on and off. The output of the
integrator is sensed by two comparators that control the
state of the f l ip-f lop. When in the modulat ing mode, this
circuit causes a triangle waveform at the U3 output. The
comparison points are 0V and - 10V. IB f lows through three
resistors to generate the -10V. There is a voltage tap at half
of the - 10V that sets the bias of QS and Q6 and the reference
for the integrator. Thus QS and Q6 are always biased half-
way between the comparison points even if Is drifts. This is
necessary because otherwise the area above and below the
midway point would change, making the indicated plus peak
deviation different from the minus peak deviation. The
peak-to-peak deviation would still be correct, but it would be
more difficult to set the demodulator gain accurately.

To prevent r inging in the audio f i l ters (r inging would
result in an improper indication from the 8901A's peak
detector), it was necessary to modify the transfer charac-
teristic of the QS-QG differential amplifier. The large (1 kO)
emitter resistors give the stage a gain of 1.3 and cause the
transistors to turn on and off with rounded, rather than
sharp corners (see Fig. 2). The rounding also causes a reduc-
tion in high-frequency components that would otherwise
have to be handled by the system.

FM Error Analysis
Among the errors in the FM calibrator, several sources are

negligible: the drift of the VCO with time, the change of the
VCO tuning constant with temperature, and the change of a
in the current source and differential amplifier transistors.
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The counter introduces uncertainty in the measured fre-

quency dif ference: a resolut ion of 2Hz and accuracy of *1

count gives 0.01% error for 30-kHz deviation. The varactor

diodes require RF bypassing at the col lector of Q0, giving

rise to an RC time constant that must be short compared to

the modulation period. Eight time constants are allowed for

settling to the final value, giving 0.03% error. Finally, the

residual FM of the unmodulated carrier causes an uncer-
tainty in the peak indication (see Fig. 3). When random

noise alone is appl ied to a peak detector, the output voltage

wil l  bui ld up to a part icular Ievel. I f  signal alone is appl ied

to the detector, the detector output will rise to the peak of

the input. When signal and noise are appl ied together, some

amplitudes of the noise wil l  not be large enough to put

additional charge onto the holding capacitor, so the effec-

t ive amount of noise is reduced. Analysis of the 8901A
circuits yields a noise reduction factor of 0.2, and we know

that factor with a certainty that will introduce less than
O.O25% error. Adding 0.7 t imes the peak residual FM to the

calculated value of the FM from the calibrator gives the
correct amount of deviat ion that the 8901A should indicate

when measuring the calibration signal with its FM demod-

ulator. Some of these errors are random while others are
always in one direction. By appropriately combining errors,

we can arrive at an uncertainty of 0.06% in determining the

actual modulat ion. This is well  within the 0.1% specif ied

accuracy.

AM Calibrator
Fig. 4 is the block diagram of the AM calibrator. The

unmodulated 10.1-MHz signal from the FM calibrator goes

through a limiting stage and then is split into two identical

paths containing a buffer, an RF modulator and a common-

base stage. The two signals are joined again by summing the

collector currents of the common-base stages. From there

the signal goes to the front-panel output as the AM calibra-

tion signal and to an RF level detector. The output of the

detector is monitored by the microprocessor both directly

and after 10x amplification for increased resolution on the
AM calculat ion.

The technique of generating AM is similar to that of

generating FM. Two known states are precisely determined
in a nonmodulat ing mode, and we then switch between
those two states at an audio rate. Assume that Ig is off and

that Ia is on. Also, assume that V1 is large enough to turn on

D1 and turn off D2. All of 16 will flow through D1 causing Va
: 0. When V1 causes D1 to be off and D2 to be on, 16 wil l
cause a voltage (V6) at the emitter of Qf . In this fashion a

square wave of voltage at the RF rate will appear at the

emitter of Q1 with amplitude Va. Notice that this amp-

l i tude depends only on the impedance at node A and the

value of the dc c.urrent source 16, not on V1 or the diodes
(as long as the diodes are being switched on and off by V1).

The output of Q1 is amplified and detected. An identical

operation occurs for the B modulator when Ig is on and Ia is

A llodulatar

1 0  d B

l_
I

Vs 10  MHz
-25 dBm

l,^
Y

B.Modulato,

Flg.4. AMcalibratorcircuitdiagram.Thel0.l-MHzsignal fromtheFMcalibratorissplitintotwo
identicat paths.Thesignalin one path is switched on and off , andthetwo paths arcthen summed.
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10.1-MHz Carriei

Shaped-Square-Wave-Modulated 1 0.1 -MHz Carrier

Sum of Vr and the Modulated VB

V r + V e

.= fifrH For v1=v6, 6=113

Fig.5. Generation of the AM calibration signal by summing.

off, thus generating Vs. If both Ia and Is are on, then the sum
of the two voltages appears at Vs. AM is generated by
turning on IA continuously but switching Is on and off at an
audio rate (see Fig. 5). For one-half period, the output is V4
and for the other half  period i t  is V6 * Vs. For V4 : Vs : V,
the modulat ion index is m : 1/3. The expression for m is:

m: 5*-aaV-"* * V-1,

_ _  ( V a + V B )  - V A _  1
( V A  +  V B )  +  V A  3  +  z ( V A - V B ) / V B

We have added the 10x ampli f ier for V4 and Vs tp get
increased resolut ion on the Va - Vs measurement. This
expression shows that, as Va and Vg become equal, any
uncertainty in measuring Va and Vs becomes insignif icant.
This removes stringent requirements for the RF detector to
be highly l inear or to make highly accurate absolute mea-
surements.

The shaping of the Is current drive to the B modulator is
accomolished by driving a current through a paral lel RC
network using UZ (see Fig. 4). Assume that Is has been off
and that there is no charge on C. There is also no current in
R. Now let Ig make a step increase to its maximum value. All
of Is flows through C and starts to build up charge. Since the
voltage between the * and - terminals of the operational
a"mpli f ier must be zero, a current is forced through R, de-
veloping a voltage that wi l l  equal the voltage on C. This
current is the emitter current of QS, and i t  reduces the
c_urrent through C. This process continues unti l  al l  of Ig
f lows in Q3. The current in Q3 fol lows a simple exponential
r ise. When Is is turned off,  C supplies the current to R giving
an exponential decay. Since the size ofthe square waves of
RF developed at node B are direct ly proport ional to Is, the
RF waveform also has an exponential r ise and decay.

AM Error Analysis
Once again it is necessary to verify that the amount of

modulation generated in the switching mode is the same as
that calculated from measurements in the static mode. The
first errors that need to be considered are in determining the
RF level. The factors involved are the nonlinearity and
offset voltage of the RF detector and the internal digital
voltmeter, the resolut ion of the digital voltmeter, and the
gain uncertainty of the 10x ampli f ier. A l ist of magnitudes
and their influence on the uncertainty in knowing m is
given below:

A. Nonlinearity of RF detector : O.O7o/o for 3% change of
RF level

B. Offset voltage of RF detector - 15 mV : Vo
C. Gain uncertainty of 10x ampli f ier :  O.5lo
D. Nonlinearity of DVM <0.1%
E. Offset voltage of DVM <L mV (0.05% for 2V input)
F. Resolut ion of DVM : 1 Bit (0.05% for 2V input).

Let

Xr : ' /o error in knowing Vo : 100%

Xz : o/o error in knowing Va - Vs
:  o . o 7  +  0 . 5  +  0 . 1  +  2 ( 0 . 0 5 )  :  o . 7 7 %

Xe : % error in knowing Vs :

:  0 .85%

0 .015v
x  100  +  2 t0 .05 )

VB

Then the uncertainty in knowing m because of the detector
errots rs:

Am

For example, let Va be within 3% of Vs. Then:

V o - V o-ff <0.03
v B

and

A m ,

_  
: ;  ( 0 . 0 3 )  ( 0 . 7 5  +  o . 7 7  +  0 . 8 5 )  :  O . O 4 7 o / o

We test the value of (Va - VB)/VB for less than 3% dif-
ference during each calibration cycle and halt if the test
fai ls. This insures that there wil l  never be more than O.O47o/o
error because of the detectors.

Since the AM cal ibrat ion technique depends on adding
two signals to get a peak value that is the sum of the two
signals, the peaks of the waveform must be coincident.
Therefore the differential phase shift between the two mod-
ulator paths must be small. A typical phase differer.ce of y2"

results in approximately 0.001% error.
Since the modulators are not ideal and have stray capaci-

t ive coupling around the diodes, they do not total ly shut off
the signal to the summing ampli f ier when I :  0. The level of
this feedthrough is about 60 dB down from the desired RF
level, but since i t  is at an angle of 90" i t  has negligible effect
on the magnitude of the resultant signal.

Vr

Vs

2 V a - V n . ,
3 V ,

vo
V.

b

x, l+  lx r l *  l x r l t
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Another source of error comes from generating an expo-
nential leading and trailing edge on the modulating current
source. There must be enough time for the exponential to
reach the same final value as was measured statically. Ap-
proximately nine time constants occur from the start to the
end of each half period, result ing in 0.012% error.

The change of c in the current source transistors also
affects the AM calculation, but in this case it is not negligi-
ble because of higher power dissipation. When measuring
Vs, Q3 dissipates 35 mW, but when modulat ing, Q3 has
only a 50% current duty cycle, so the dissipation is only
17.5 mW. For the transistor used this results in a 6'C temp-
erature change and a change in a of 0.03%.

Final ly, the residual AM measurement must be modif ied
to include the effects of peak-detecting a signal plus noise.
The effect ive peak noise is 0.7 of the measured peak noise,
as in the FM case. There is an addit ional factor to be con-
sidered in the AM case because of AGC action in the 8901A's
AM demodulator. The AGC loop adjusts the gain of an am-
pl i f ier to maintain the same average IF level into the de-
modulator. When Vs alone is appl ied the gain is 1.5 t imes
higher than when the modulated signal is appl ied. Notice
that the modulated signal goes between Vs and VA + VB,
result ing in a higher average RF level. The reduction of
gain while modulat ing also reduces the noise applied to
the demodulator by a factor of 0.8, so the actual amount of
noise affect ing the cal ibrat ion is 0.56 t imes the peak noise
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measured with Vg only. We know the factor of 0.56 to an
accuracy that gives O.O25o/o uncertainty to the calibration.
During cal ibrat ion, the 89014 should then indicate the
value that is calculated in the AM cal ibrator plus 0.56 t imes
the peak noise.

Combining the above errors results in o.o7o/o uncertainty
in the AM cal ibrat ion. This is within the 0.1/o specif icat ion.

lnteractive Modulation Analyzer Control
by Paul J. Lingane

HE MICROPROCESSOR-BASED CONTROLLER in
the 8901,{ Modulation Analyzer interacts closely
with the hardware subsections of the instrument to

create a unified system. The controller also interacts with
the user, both through the front panel and by responding
to the RF signal applied to the input. Control in the instru-
ment takes place at several levels.

At the functional block level the control ler uses various

circuits as separate instruments: the RF Ievel detector as a
power meter, the local oscillator as a signal generator, and
the analog-to-digital converter as a voltmeter. The fre-
quency counter, IF section, and audio section are blocks

that can be manipulated in various ways to tune to a signal
and make a measurement.

The microprocessor is also used as a circuit  component.
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Half of the hardware registers and associated circuits in the

frequency counter were replaced by software registers. The
local osci l lator rel ies on the speed of the microprocessor to
control i ts phase-locked loops; manual control is impossi-

ble with the block diagram that was selected.
The control ler makes i t  possible to transfer some com-

plexity of hardware into complexity of software. This tends

to improve reliability and flexibility in the use of circuits,

al lowing more to be done with the same hardware. The

Iocal osci l lator was designed with that in mind. Also,

software for linearization of nonlinear detectors and predis-

tortion of control voltages to the VCO and VCXO allow

reductions in the cost and complexity of that hardware.

This close interaction between the controller and the

hardware impacts the service strategy, as traditional service



Fig, 1, 8901A software supervisory loop is continuously
traversed by the microprocessor-based controller. A mea-
surement is made near the bottom only if all preceding tests
are oassed in immediate succession.

procedures are not always effective at identifying problems.
The action of the controller can multiply the effect of a
circuit failure so it may appear as a collection of symptoms
that superficially seem unrelated. I will say more about this
later in this article.

Software Structure
An important maxim in the design philosophy of the

modulation analyzer was, "Don't mislead the user." Both
the software structure and a system of error messages were
designed to instill confidence in the measurement.

The 89014 software is structured in a form that we have
dubbed the supervisor (see Fig. 1). It is a loop that is con-
tinuously traversed, with the measurement made near the
end, after checks for proper frequency tuning, proper RF
and IF level, and correct audio range. Arithmetic manipula-
tion (e.g. for the ratio function) follows the measurement,
and the program then loops back up to display.

The frequency, level, and audio blocks verify that the
8901A is adjusted to make an accurate measurement. A
measurement is not made until all of the tests are passed in
immediate succesion. Let us say, for example, that the RF
input level has changed. The signal leveling block therefore
reduces the RF attenuation to boost the IF level to an accept-
able value. Tire decision after this block forces the program
back to the top of the supervisor, bypassing the measure-
ment for that loop. This reduces interaction between the
blocks and aids identification of the nature of the input
signal change.

In the example above, perhaps the real situation was that
an octave bandswitch was changed on the RF signal
generator under test, so now the second harmonic of the
desired signal has been tuned into the IF of the 8901A.
Since it is lower in level than the fundamental the leveling
block boosts the IF level. But the real problem is that the LO
is now improperly tuned to the fundamental. Looping back
before a new measurement is made gives the frequency
tuning block a chance to correct the tuning.

The software interface with the hardware makes use of
two concepts called software state and hardware state. The
software state is located in 22 bytes of RAM and totally
describes the state of the instrument. On power-up, the
initialization procedure loads the software state from ROM.
Keyboard and HP-IB entry routines modify only the
software state and do not affect hardware immediately. The
setup block in the supervisor is where the hardware state is
made to conform with the software state. Setup is not the
only place where hardware is affected; the frequency tun-
ing, leveling, audio ranging, and measurement blocks ma-
nipulate the hardware as well.

The keyboard and HP-IB can be thought of as a medium
through which the user requests a certain instrument setup.
In fact, the actual instrument setup is guaranteed to com-
form to the keyboard request only at the moment a mea-
surement is taken. The controller may change the instru-
ment hardware at other times to optimize its tuning, level-
ing, and ranging functions.

In a normal stable measurement cycle the program takes
the measurement display branch at the top of the supervisor
and so avoids the time overhead associated with the setup
block. However, if the program loops back before taking a
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measurement, or if an error condition exists, the nonmea-
surement display branch will be traversed, thus Iighting an
appropriate display and going through the setup block.
This refreshing of the hardware state when error conditions
are sensed contributes to the robustness of the software
structure.

Tuning to a Signal
As a measuring instrument the 8901A must be able to

cope with input signals whose nature is unknown, except
that they must be within the specified frequency, power,
and modulation ranges. The controller manipulates the var-
ious subsections of the instrument to first understand the
nature of the input signal and then to respond effectively to
it by changing the setup to make the measurement. An
example is the frequency tuning block of the supervisor.

The user simply wants to apply a signal and make a
measurement. From the point of view of the modulation
analyzer, however, it may be presented with a complex RF
spectrum consisting of an RF signal with its harmonics,
perhaps drifting in frequency and being modulated with a
complex waveform at  h igh FM deviat ions and Iarge
amounts of AM. The modulation analyzer must accurately
tune the local oscil lator to the signal, range the RF and
audio levels, and make a fully settled and stable measure-
ment within a second or two after a signal is applied.

The 89014 is basically an accurately calibrated radio
receiver that tunes to an RF signal by mixing a single local
oscil lator (LO) signal with the RF to produce an inter-
mediate frequency (IF) signal that is demodulated and
analyzed. To locate a signal automatically, the local oscil-
lator is quickly swept throughout the entire frequency
range pf the instrument, looking for a signal to appear in the
lF section. Since the LO is a square wave, rich with its own
harmonics, it is swept down from high to low frequencies so

that the fundamental of the LO will be the first LO signal to

mix  w i th  the  RF s igna. .
If there is AM present on the RF signal it is possible that

the fundamental of the LO will sweep past the input signal

while the RF is deep in the AM trough, so that a harmonic of

the LO (following the LO down a bit later in time) might

catch the input signal as i t  comes out of the trough. This

would make it appear that the RF signal is at a lower fre-

quency, since the fundamental of the LO would be at a low

frequency. So the LO is swept several t imes, and each t ime i t

finds a new signal at a higher frequency it throws out the

previously found frequencies. This continues until a signal

is found at the same frequency during five separate sweeps.
This effect ively el iminates the possibl i ty of LO harmonic

mixing. Note that this also has the effect of favoring the

highest-frequency RF signal i f  more than one is present.

To avoid the possibi l i ty that the LO's sweep repeti t ion

rate might be synchronized with the ampli tude modulat ion

rate, causing the RF signal to be consistently missed, a

variable delay of up to 10 ms is used after sweeps that fai l  to
f ind any signal. This introduces j i t ter into the sweep repeti-

t ion rate to make i t  uncorrelated with the input signal AM

rate.
The LO is swept down with a ramp signal generated by a

current source driving an integrator. When an IF level

monitoring circuit  senses the presence of a signal in the IF,

i t  instantly turns off the current source thus freezing the LO
where i t  is roughly tuned to the RF signal. The LO is quickly

counted with the frequency counter to determine the ap-
proximate frequency of the RF signal. However, the 8901.\
has no image reject ion, so the LO can be either above or
below the RF signal frequency to produce a signal in the IF.

Knowing the LO and IF frequencies wil l  not uniquely iden-

tify the frequency of an RF signal unless it is known which
image is being used. To resolve this ambiguity the LO is

Samplel

Switches shown connected to pretune the vCO with the DAC
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tuned to the frequency where an IF signal appeared, then it
is stepped up in frequency while monitoring the IF level
until it sees the IF signal level moving down the skirt of the
IF low-pass filter. The LO at this point must be above the RF
signal frequency, thus identifying the image.

The RF signal frequency is known by accurately counting
the LO and IF. This count lasts over 100 ms to gain sufficient
resolution, so a drifting RF signal may move out of the IF
passband during the count. To avoid this the LO is config-
ured for track mode during the count, so it will always
remain tuned to the signal.

Now that a signal has been found and accurately iden-
tified as to frequency, call it f, it is still possible that it is
actually a harmonic of the desired signal. So the controller
directs the LO to tune to f/3 and then looks for the presence
of a signal that is higher in amplitude than the signal at f. If
this happens then the signal at f is assumed to be the third
harmonic of the applied input signal, so the modulation
analyzer will tune to f/3 as the fundamental. If the signal at f
is not the third harmonic, a similar check is made at f/Z to
see if the second harmonic is involved.

Once the fundamental of the input signal is identified,
the LO can be properly tuned and the rest of the instrument
init ialized and set up to take the desired measurement.

This simplif ied description of one algorithm in the
8901A illustrates the close interaction of the controller with
the various subsections of the instrument at the functional
block level.

Control of the Local Oscillator
The controller is also closely tied with the hardware at a

circuit level. As an example the block diagram of the local
oscillator was developed with the controller as an essential
element (see Fig. 2).

When configured for low-noise, fixed-frequency opera-
tion, the heart of the local oscillator consists of a high-
frequency voltage-controlled octave oscillator IVCO) that is
locked to a harmonic of a low-noise voltage-controlled crys-
tal oscillator (VCXO). An internal frequency counter is
available to monitor the frequency of the VCO. The specifi-
cation of the two oscillators calls for only a modest degree of
linearity between the tune voltage input and the output
frequency. This is because the controller can tune the two
oscillators by adjusting the voltage control until exactly the
desired frequency is attained.

The first step in the tuning procedure is to pretune the
high-frequency VCO to approximately the desired fre-
quency. Then the tuning DAC (digital-to-analog converter)
is disconnected from the loop amplifier and connected to
the low-frequency VCXO, which is then adjusted near the
bottom of its range. Meanwhile the VCO has remained
where it was because of the sample-and-hold nature of the
integrator in the loop amplifier. Now the sampler can be
connected to the loop amplifier, and a dc offset voltage at
the output of the sampler drives the VCO down in frequency
until it acquires lock on the nearest harmonic of the VCXO.
The VCXO can then be adjusted to fine-tune the VCO to the
proper frequency. Binary dividers and a doubler convert the
VCO signal to the desired octave in the 1.2b-to-13O2-MHz
range.

Frequency Counter
The frequency counter chain is partitioned into two parts,

roughly four decades of higher-speed counters in hardware
and about five decades of lower-speed counters emulated
by the controller. A 10-MHz crystal oscillator is divided
down to 6.25 kHz to provide the basic timing signal moni
tored by the microprocessor. The controller times a count
by keeping track of this 6.25-kHz time base while ac-
cumulating frequency counts at rates up to 3 kHz. When
sufficient time has passed to attain the frequency resolution
desired, the controller turns offthe counter gate, and reads
the contents of the hardware decades. With this count and
the count accumulated in the software registers, the mi-
croprocessor then calculates the frequency of the signal.

lmplications for Service
The close interaction between hardware and software in

the 8901,\ has definite implications for the use and servic-
ing of the instrument. Service special functions were de-
veloped that can be used as service tools to diagnose prob-
lems. Some self-tests are available to check for certain fail-
ure modes. Since it is not possible to predict all types of
failures, general-purpose software routines were developed.
that can be used in a variety of situations. One of these is a
direct control special function that is called from the
keyboard. It can read or write data to any instrument
hardware location that is controlled by the microprocessor.
A service person can use this to operate instrument circuits
manually to check their performance.

A special class of error displays called service errors is
available. When.enabled by a service technician with a
special function, they can reveal information about the in-
ternal operation of the instrument. Thus, for example, if the
demodulated output is periodically being blanked, en-
abling service errors may result in an "Error 72" display.
This would indicate that the audio overload protection
ci rcui t  is  being t r ipped.

The local oscillator section required particular attention.
To lock the low-noise loop a series of switch openings and
closings and DAC movements mustbe performed within an
B-ms interval. Since a service technician couldn't hope to
duplicate this procedure manually, a series of self-tests
concentrating on the LO is of value in testing gross opera-
tion of the circuit. These can be called from the kevboard,
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with results displayed on the front panel.

Some checks are automatical ly performed at power-up,

with results f lashed on four LEDs located within the in-

strument on the control ler board. These include the LO tests
just mentioned, as well  as checks on the operation of the

ROM and RAM of the control ler, the internal instrument

bus, the front panel, the keyboard, and the frequency

counter. Signature analysis is also used in troubleshooting
much of the digital hardware.

A clear l ine is drawn between service special functions

and normal instrument operation. When most service spe-

cial functions are used, normal instrument functions are

suspended. When the service special function mode is left

to resume normal measurements, al l  effects of the service
functions on hardware are lost. As an example, a direct
control special function can be used to activate a part icular

RF attenuator to check i ts operation. But once normal mea-

surements are resumed the attenuator sett ing wil l  revert

back to what i t  was before the service special function was

invoked.

Special Signal Source Tests
Modulation Analyzer
by Leslie E. Brubaker

ECAUSE THE B9O1,{ MODULAT]ON ANALYZER
(see art icle, page 3) is designed to test the highest-
qual i ty transmitters and signal generators, i t  has to

be more stable, noise-free, and distort ion-free than these
signal sources. Where, then, does one f ind a signal source
good enough to  tes t  the  S901A?

The answer is a special-purpose signal source, Model

1. '1.71.5A AM/FM Test Source (Fig. 1). This easy-to-use,
low-distort ion AM and FM source has extremely f lat mod-

ulat ion characterist ics. Although intended for veri fying

8901A performance, i t  is versati le enough to be useful for

other purposes i f  i ts restr icted frequency coverage matches
a part icular appl icat ion. I t  provides especial ly high-quali ty
FM in the BB-to-108-MHz frequency range.

While the Bg01A's accuracy is determined by i ts optional
bui l t- in AM and FM cal ibrators, this cal ibrat ion represents

only a single-point performance test. For a complete test, i t

is also necessary to determine how the 8901A responds

when changing the modulat ion rate (f latness) and the mod-

u la t ion  leve l  ( l inear i ty ) .  The func t ion  o f  the  11715A is  to
provide AM and FM signals ofsuff icient f latness and l inear-
i ty to characterize the 8901A. In addit ion, a signal with

extremely low residual FM is provided to veri fy the residual

FM of the 8901A at a part icular frequency.
The AM outpu t  o f  the  11715. {  i s  des igned to  have very

low noise so that i t  can be used to check the residual AM of

the  8901A.  The 11715A is  a lso  des igned to  have low d is to r -

t ion ,  so  tha t  the  d is to r t ion  o f  the  8901A 's  AM and FM

demodulators and audio section can be checked. Final ly,

the AM source is designed to have low incidental <DM and

the FM source is designed to have low incidental AM.

What's Inside
The b lock  d iagram o f  the  11715A is  shown in  F ig .  2 .  The

F i g .  1 .  M o d e l  1 1 7 1 5 A  A M I F M
fest Source provides AM and FM
slgnais ol sufficient flatness and
linearity to charactertze the 8901A
Modulation Analyzer.
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test source contains two oscillators. A crystal oscillator
generates the low-residual-FM output. This oscillator is
followed by a full-wave frequency doubler and appropriate
filtering. The output residual FM is much less than 0.1 Hz in
a 5O-Hz-to-3-kHz bandwidth.

The other oscillator, which generates the AM and FM
outputs, is a varactor-tuned voltage-controlled oscillator
(VCO) with a frequency range of 3S2MHz to 432 MHz. The
VCO output is buffered, filtered and brought to the front
panel. This front-panel output can be modulated at up to
400-kHz peak deviation and 200-kHz rate. Its residual FM
at 400 MHz is  typ ical ly  15 Hz in a 50-Hz-to-15-kHz
bandwidth. The VCO output is also applied to an ECL
(emitter coupled logic) divide-by-four counter whose out-
put is filtered and brought to the front panel. This output
covers the FM broadcast band and allows up to 100-kHz
peak deviation. After another division by eight, the VCO
output becomes the local oscillator for an amplitude mod-
ulator. The output of the modulator can supply both FM and
AM carriers from 11 MHz to 13.5 MHz. The FM deviation
from this output can be as high as 12.5 kHz at a rate of 10
kHz. The AM can be as high as 99% at rates from 20 Hz to
100 kHz.

Since the FM++ and FM+32 outputs are generated by
digital division, the FM linearity between the two outputs is
ideal. This property can be used to check the range-to-range
accuracy of the audio section of the Bg01A Modulation
Analyzer. Setting a particular deviation on one range with
the FM+32 output, then changing to the FM+4 output,
should cause the 8901A to show exactly eight t imes the
modulation.

The center frequency control varies the bias on the varac-
tors and thus sets the VCO RF frequency. The audio input is
applied to the VCO through a relay and a 3O-dB attenuator.
The audio is applied to the mixer through the relay, a dc
blocking capacitor, and a 2O-dB attenuator. The relay and
blocking capacitor are positioned within the series branch

Q Test Mode

o9ggkAo tResiduar FMI

of the attenuator, rather than at the input, to minimize the
effects of their impedance variations as functions of fre-
quency. At the input the relay would switch a S0O source to
a 50O load, while within the attenuator, it switches between
a 50O source and a 300f,1 load. The effects of loss variations
due to relay contact impedance are reduced by about a
factor of 3. The FM input is dc-coupled and therefore the
'1,7715A can be phase-locked to an external reference. The
dc coupling and extreme flatness of audio response imply
very good stereo separation throughout the FM audio range.
With a stereo test signal appl ied to the 1171bA's audio
input, stereo separation of >60 dB at 1 kHz was measured at
100 MHz using the 8901A Modulat ion Analyzer.

The power supply uses simple three-terminal regulators
mounted on a separate printed-circuit board from the oscil-
lator circuits. This was done to eliminate the effect of the
power supply diodes modulating the RF and appearing as
1,2O-Hz sidebands on the VCO output.

Except for the power supply, the entire circuit is mounted
within an enclosure that is shock mounted to reduce mi-
crophonic noise. (The enclosure also acts as a shield to
prevent electromagnetic interference.)

Obtaining VCO Linearity
The design of the 11715A VCO took advantage of one of

the features of the 8901A: the RF track mode of operation.
Since the 8901A can automatically acquire and track a
sweeping RF signal, i t  is possible to make a real-t ime plot of
VCO FM sensitivity versus VCO center frequency, or differ-
ential l inearity. The technique is to apply a constant
amount of audio to the 1171sA's audio input, and a slowly
varying signal to the 1171SA's frequency tune input and the
horizontal input of an oscilloscope. The 1 1 71 5A RF output
is appl ied to the 89014 and demodulated. The demod-
ulated audio is applied to the vertical input of the os-
ci l loscope. A change in the ampli tude of the result ing plot
is a change in sensit ivi ty of the VCO. A descript ion of the
technique and a typical oscilloscope display appears in the
art icle on page 19 (see Figs. 4 and 5 ofthat art icle).

By adjusting component values, a nearly flat envelope,
indicating little change in sensitivity, was achieved quite
readily. Operating at the flattest portion of the curve results
in minimum FM distort ion. At 400 MHz the 11715A has
less than O.O25o/o total harmonic distortion (THD) for 400
kHz peak deviat ion at a 100 kHz rate.

AM Generator
The modulator used to generate AM is a double-balanced

mixer. A constant bias is appl ied to the mixer IF port and the
divided VCO signal is appl ied to the LO port.  This up-
converts the dc to the LO frequency, causing an RF level at
the RF port that is directly proportional to the dc bias. If an
audio signal is summed with the dc, the total bias changes
at the audio rate. This causes the RF level to vary at the
audio rate, and the result is AM. A peak audio equal to the
dc bias gives 100% AM.

Since it isn't feasible to build an AM detector and prove
its distortion and linearity with a sufficiently high level of
confidence to call it a standard detector, it was necessary to
verify the 1171SA's AM performance with measurements
on the AM generating system itself. AM distortion is related

Audio
Input

6 Carrier Fiequency
Tune

@

@

400-MHz
vco \

Amplitude
Modulation

Low-Residual Source

FM Output
352-432 MHz

Low-Besidual
Output

560 MHz
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Fig. 2. Model 117154 AMIFM fest Source has a low-
residuaLFM crystal oscillator, a VCO to generate the FM out-
puts, and a modulatoi (a double-balanced mixer) to generate
the AM output.
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to mixer compression and LO-to-RF isolation. If LO-to-RF
isolation is not ideal. at high AM percentages the minimum
value of RF is greater than desired. For example, if the LO is
40 dB below the carrier, the minimum value of RF is ideally
0.01 of the carrier level. At 99% AM the desired level is 0.01,
but the resulting level is rfZ (o.or) because of LO feed-
through, which is at g0'to the desired RF. This causes
clipping, resulting in distortion and nonlinearity. Further,
since the resultant RF is at an angle other than 0', incidental
phase modulation is generated.

Mixer compression causes the peak of the AM to be
clipped. A conservative approximation to the relationship
between RF level and compression is that compression is
reduced as the cube of the RF level reduction. By measuring
the compression at a level considerably higher than the
operating level, it is possible to predict a worst-case distor-
tion.

For mixer compression of less than 0.05 dB at a -5 dBm
RF output level, LO-to-RF isolation of OA dB and an unmod-
ulated RF level of -17 dBm, the AM distortion is less than
0.05% and the AM linearity is better than 0.08% to 95% AM.
Also, the incidental phase modulation is less than 0.005
radian for 50% AM.

Verifying Flatness
FM flatness is determined by the audio circuits between

the input and the varactors, while AM flatness is deter-
mined by the components between the audio input and the
IF port of the mixer. This assumes no frequency response
variation in the varactors for FM or in the mixei for AM. By
characterizing the components, including the relay and
coupling capacitor, the frequency response can be calcu-
lated. The result of this model indicates flatness much bet-
ter than we can measure. Therefore, the 11715A AM flat-
ness specification is closer to our measuring system per-
formance than to the calculated value. An additional mea-
surement is made at 10 MHz to ensure that none of the
components is unusually lossy.
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S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
HP Model 11715A AM/FM Test Source

FM OUTPUTS
FREOUENCY RANGE: 11 to 13.5 MHz at AM FM + 32 output.

88 to 108 MHz at FM + 4 output.
352 lo 432 MHz at FM output.

FM PEAK DEVIATION: >12.5 kHz, 11 to 13.5 MHz carrier.
>100 kHz. 88 to 108 MHz carrier.
>400 kHz, 352 to 432 MHz carrier.

FM DISTORTTON <0.025% THD (<-72 dB].:

Caniet Peak Modulation
Frequency Deviation Rate

12.5 MHz 12.5kHz <10 kHz
100 MHz 100 kHz <100 kHz
400 MHz 400 kHz <100 kHz

FM FLATNESS: 10.1%, dc to 100 kHz rales. !0.25o/", dc to 200 kHz rates.
INCIOENTAL AM: <0.08'/. (100 MHz carrier; .:50 kHz peak deviation; 1 kHz rate;

50 Hz to 3 kHz bandwidth).
AM OUTPUT

FREQUENCY RANGE: 11 to 13.5 MHz at ANI FM + 32 output.
AM OEPTH: tO 99%.
AM DISTORTION: <0.05% THO (< 66 dB) for 50% AM; 20 Hz to 100 kHz rales.

<0.1'l. THD (<-60 dB) for 95% AM; 20 Hz to 100 kHz rates.
AM FLATNESS: t0.1olo, 50 Hz to 50 kHz rates. r0.25%, 20 Hz to 100 kHz rates.
INCIDENTAL OM: <0.008 rad peak (12.5 lvlHz carrier; 50% AM; 1 kHz rate; 50 Hz to

3 kHz bandwidth).
AM LINEARITY: !O.11", <95o/o AM. 10.2'l., <99% AM.
RESIDUAL AM: <0.01olo rms, 50 Hz lo 3 kHz bandwidlh.

LOW RESIDUAL OUTPUT
RESIDUAL FM: <3 Hz rms, 50 Hz to 3 kHz bandwidth.

General
LfNE VOLTAGE: 100 or 120 Vac +5% -10'/" 48 to 440 Hz.22O ot 24O Vac +5o/o -1O7o

48 to 66 Hz.
POWER DISSIPATION: 40 VA maximum.
CONDUCTEO AND RADIATED ELECTFOMAGNETIC INTERFERENC€: Conducted

and radiated inlerference is within the reouirements of methods CE03 and RE02 of
MIL STD 46'lA, VDE 0871 (Level B), and CISPR publication 11.

CONDUCTED AND RADIATEO ELECTROMAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY: IVIeets the
requirements of methods CS01, CS02, and BS03 (1 volt/metre) ot MIL STD 461A
dated 1968.

NET WEIGHT: 4.4 kg (9.5 lb) nominal.
DfMENSIONS; 102 mm H x 2l2mmw x 444 mm D (4.0 x 8.4 x 17.5 in) nominal.
TEMPERATURE:

OPERATING:0  to  55 'C.
STORAGE: -55 lo 75'C.

PRICE lN U.S.A.: $1550.
MANUFACTURING DIVISION: STANFOBD PARK DIVISION

1501 Page Mill Road
Palo Alto. California 94304 U.S.A.

Hewlett-Packard Company, 1501 Page Mil l ,
Road. Palo Alto.  Cal i fornia 94304

Bulk Rate
U.S.  Postage

Paid
Hewlett-Packard

Company
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